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Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine whether alternative conceptions
about interference and diffraction do indeed exist, to identify the most
important of these conceptions and to determine whether these
conceptions relate to textbooks, as one of the main sources of students'
knowledge. An analysis of secondary level textbooks and tertiary level
non-calculus textbooks revealed that presentations of constructive and
destructive interference, diffraction and other related aspects are treated
inconsistently and in some cases contradictorily by different authors. The
research instrument was a Physical Optics test which Physics students of
the Technikon Pretoria wrote. This test revealed that alternative
conceptions on elementary principles of interference and diffraction of
light do exist and that they relate to textbook presentations. This study
reveals that (i) the terms in phese and out of phase are not consistently
used in different textbooks; (ii) the definitions of constructive and
destructive interference in terms of phases cause major aiternative
cc nceptlons: (iii) the interrelation between interference and diffraction is
not clarified.
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1 MOTIVATIONFOR THE STUDY
Personal experiences as a physics lecturer at the Technikon Pretoria
suggested that tertiary level students experience problemswith the concepts
of interference and diffraction of waves.
In particular, in analytical chemistry, the diffraction grating is a fundamental
component of the spectrometer. The operation of the diffraction grating is
based on the fundamental principles '"If interference and diffraction of light.
This study investigates students' conceptuallsations on interference and
diffraction to determine if these alternative conceptions could lead to
problems when applied to the diffraction grating.
The researcher is of the opinion that different textbook presentations of these
phenomena lead to alternative conceptions.
The aim of the study is to:
• determine whether alternative conceptions about interference and
diffraction do indeed exist;
.. identify the most importantof these alternative conceptions;
• consider whether textbooks, as one of the main sources of students'
knowledge, contribute 1.0 alternative conceptions.
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2 DEFINITIONOF TERMS
The terms defined in this section are the researcher's definitions to clarify
their use in this study, exceptwhere otherwise note ~.
Alternative conceptions: The wide range of ideas held by students, and
sometimes even by educators, that differ from the consensus model
developed by the scientific cornrnunlty. The term alternative conceptions is
being used in preference h misconceptions. Modern science educators
believe that students' prior notions may have some utility in anchoring new
conceptions, while the term mis-conceptions implies that these ideas are
completely wrong (mis = wrong).
Optics: The study of light subdivided into geometrical optics and physical
optics. For gee. etrical optics the rectilinear propagation, described by the
ray model, is ~heprincipal characteristic of light needed for understanding.
This includes the formation of images by mirrors and lenses. For physical
optics the wave nature of light is essential for complete understanding. This
includes the total effect of a number of waves arriving at one point.
Interference and diffraction, and therefore this study, focus on physical
optics.
Secondary education: The South African school system requires twelve
years of education. The first seven years are referred to as primary
education, and the last five years as secondary education. Secondary
education is completed at the end of 9rade 12 (previously standard 10) by the
3
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writing of a public examination which gives the student a matriculation
exemption certificate, subject to certain minimumpre-conditions.
Tertiary education: Tertiary institutions in South Africa include universities
and technikons. This is an education level beyond grade 12. The
matriculation exemption certificate is a prerequisite to study at a tertiary
institution.
Textbook: A book designed for students (and teachers) as E\ written guide to
the subject content of a course of study. It presents data, explains the
relationships among presented data, illustrates by means of graphs,
diagrams, photographs and drawings and evaluates by means of application
Of concepts in exercises, study questions and practice materials (Deighton,
1911:210).
Wave motion: This includes the motion of all kinds of sinusoidal waves e.g.
water waves, soundwaves and electromagnetic waves, which have a number
of properties in common. Although this study is about light, which is an
electromagnetic wave, it is sometimes helpful to refer to other types of waves
for better understanding.
4
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LITERATURE REVIEW
3.1 Origin and Sources of Alternative Conceptions
Children do not ceme to classrooms with empty minds, because they develop
beliefs about the things that happen in their surroundings from the very
earliest days of their lives (Driver, 1983).
The origin of alternative conceptions is experience and observation,
language and cultural influence, textbooks and traditional teaching (Driver &
Head, 1986).
The textbook is the dominant teaching tool in colleges and secondary schools
(Ennis & Schlipf, 1966, quoted by Deighton, 19'11:214). Since then several
studies reveal that science textbooks are one of the major influences on
students and teachers (Dall'Alba, Walsh, Bowden, Martin, Masters, Ramsden
& Stephanou, 1993; Potter, 1992, quoted by Whiteley, 1996:169; Wlliteley,
1996:173).
Dall'Alba et a/. (1993) state that a singl~ science textbook often provides the
syllabus for courses at upper secondary and tertiary levels, and may be used
as a principal source of information or explanation. In cases where students
rely substantially on a single text in developing their understanding,
misleading or inaccurate statements in textbooks rnay have considerable
impact. In his study on acceleration he found that some students'
5Research Project
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understandings are incomplete in ways that parallel misleading or inaccurate
textbook treatments.
According to The Encyclopedia of Education (Deighton, 1971:210-212) a
textbook is not the sole instrument of instruction. In the hands of poorly
motivated teachers textbooks are capable of misuse. In the first place it is
not possible for any written record to be completely current and up-to-date.
Supplementary materials, current journals, magazines and reports are
needed to update textbook content. In the second place certain kinds of
learning experiences cannot be presented through the printed page. In the
third place textbooks are produced for a nation-wide market and cannot take
into account significant regional variations and student abilities within a given
grade level. The pragmatic answer to the problem is that the average
textbook be adoressed to the large middle group in ability levels and that
teachers not relyon the textbook to do all the work but mediate, as
necessary, between textbooks and students.
3.2 Alternative Conceptions about Light
During the last decade educators and researchers have become increasingly
concerned about the prevalence of alternative conceptions in a number of
science subjects. Consequently alternative conceptions have become a
focus for studies in science education (Boyes, 1988; Jacobs, 1989; Rowell,
Dawson & Lyndon, 1990; Treagust, 1988; Veiga, 1989). Research on
science education has been done in various topics of physlcs, e.g. force
(Galili & Bar, 1992), pressure (Rolinick & Rutherford, 1993), energy (Duit &
Haeussler, '1994), electricity (Saxena, 1992) and optics (Driver, Squires,
Rushworth, Wood-Robinson, 1994; Guesne, 1993; Palacios, Cazorla &
Madrid, 1989; Pietersen, 1993;Watts, 1985).
6Research Project
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To date little research on students' ideas of physical optics has been done.
After a thorough literature search the researcher could not obtain any
comprehensive research on students' ideas of interference and diffraction.
Some aspects of interference and diffraction are mentioned in the folloV'ting
studies:
(i) Driver et al. (1994:128) state that children develop ideas about natural
phenomena before they are taught science in school. The term light is one
of which all youngsters have some informal understanclnq from a very early
age (Watts, 1985). Seldom do teachers or pupil textbooks give a definition of
what light is beyond it being a form of energy. The nature of light is taken for
granted, whilst its properties are explored. Young people, then, a e by and
large in the position of having to construct their own conception of the nature
of light, unaided by scientific instruction. Common school textbooks do not
take into account the possibility of students having their own ideas. For
students to accept the correct scientific ideas, they must be intelligible,
plausible and fruitful (Hewson, 1981), in terms of their conceptions prior to
instruction.
(ii) Watts (1985) mentions the example of the principle of superposition, that
must be introduced in such a way as to seem a reasonable trade for students'
own theories of how light works. He emphaslses that the presentation and
language must at least be dealt with in a way that makes sense.
(iii) In a study done by Pietersen (1993) on students' conceptions of light, the
phenomena of diffraction and interference of light received some attention
as part of a concept map. In an interview a student mentioned that light does
diffract around obstacles in their path. He explained diffraction as follows:
When radiation strikes an obstacle in its path, part of the radiation is slowed
down, while the rest of the radiation stays at basically the same speed, which
7
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results in the bending of the light around an obstacle. The researcher did not
take this alternative conception on diffraction further.
(iv) In research done by Guesne (1993) on the rectilinear propagation of
light and shadow formation, diffraction is not even mentioned.
Beyond these peripheral references to diffraction and interference the
researcher is of the opinlon that the importance of diffraction and interference
is neglected in resA"tch.
3.3 Interference and Diffraction
3.3.1 Hlstorlcal Devel ..oprnent
The nature and propertiee of light have been a subject of great interest and
speculation since ancient times (Serway & Faughn, 1985:567).
Until the time of Newton (1642-1727) most scientists thought that light
consisted of streams of some sort of particles emitted by light sources (Sears,
Zemansky & Young, 1991:812). At about the same time it was suggested
that light might be a wave phenomenon. Diffraction effects were observed by
Grimaldi as early as 1660, but most scientists rejected the wave theory and
adhered to Newton's particle theory for more than a century (Serway &
Faughn, 1985:570). By contrast Christiaan Huygens we.s a firm believer in
the wave theory of light. In 1678 he stated his famous Huygens' principle,
which is a geometrical construction for finding from the known shape of a
wave front at some instant, the shape of the wave front at some later time
8
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(Miller, 1982:571; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991:830). This principle
reinforced a wave theory of light (Mulligan, 1991:620)!
In 1803 the historic double-slit experiment of Thomas Young showed that
light beams can interfere with one another, which added further evidence to
the growing belief in the wave nature of light (Serway & Faughn, 1985:567).
In 1816, Augustin Fresnel presented to the FrenchAcademy a wave theory of
light thBt predicted interference and diffraction effects, although much of his
work had been done earlier by Young (Giancoli, 1980:569). In 1818 the
French mathematician Poisson predicted the existence of a bright spot in the
very centre of the shadow of a 3 mm diameter steel ball, and the diffraction
pattern was observed almost immediately after that by Arago (Sears,
Zemansky & Young, 1991:902). Little opposition to the wave theory
remained!
The next great step was taken in 1873 by Maxwell, who predicted the
existence of electromagnetic waves and calculated their speed of
propagation. This development, along with the experimental work of Hertz
starting in 1887, showed conclusively that light i~)indeed an electromagnetic
wave phenomenon (Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991:812).
The Michelson interferometer, named after the American physicist Albert
Michelson, played an interesting role in the history of science during the latter
part of the nineteenth century. In 1887, Michelson and Morley used the
Michelson interferometer in an attempt to detect the motion of the earth
through the ether (the medium in which it was believed [at the time] that the
propagation of light waves occurred). This motion was not detected in the
Michelson-Morley experiment. This negative result baffled physicists until
Einstein developed the special theory of relativity in 1905 (Sears, Zemansky
& Young, 1991:898-900).
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At the beginning of the 20th century, Albert Einstein returned to the particle
theory of 1ight in order to explain phenomena like the photoelectric effect,
because the wave nature of light has its limitations (Serway & Faughn,
1985:567). Several p"~"!nomenaassociated with emission ~nd absorption of
light reveal particle ~' 'lperties. These apparently contradictory wave and
particle properties have been reconciled only since 1930 with the
development of quantummechanical theory which accepts the dual nature of
light, having both wave and particle properties. Propagation of light,
interference and diffraction are best understood by the wave properties
(Sears, Zemansky & Young, i991:812).
3.3.2 Textbook Presentation
According to Dall'Alba et al. (1993), textbooks present a variety of different
definitions of a concept, because a definition depends on the situat'on.
Therefore it ls difficult to give the ultimate definitions of interference and
diffraction.
3.3.2.1 South African Secondary Level Textbook Presentation
Two different series of secondary school textbooks are investigated. The
reason for their cholce is availability to the researcher from two secondary
schools in the vicinity.
These two series are:
(i) Brink B du P & Jones sc. Natuur- en Skeikunde (Standerds 8 & 9).
(ii) Heyns GF, De Villiers G, Gibbon DB, Jordaan AS, Naidoo LR & Fowler
WG. Physical Science 2000 (Standards 8 & 9).
10
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The phenomena of interference and diffraction are introduced in grades 10
and 11 (previously known as standards 8 and 9). In grade 10, these
phenomena are described as properties of waves. In grade t t, the
phenomena of interference and diffraction are explained in more detail.
In grade 10, Heyns et at. (1987:19-25) illustrate diffraction patterns around
barriers, followed by interference patterns from two point sources, with a
ripple tank on an overhead projector, v¥hich is projected on a vertical screen.
Diffraction is the bending of waves around the edges of an aperture. The
degree of diffraction depends on the width of the aperture, relative to the
wavelength. Constructive interference occurs where the waves arrive in
phase (where two troughs or two crests meet) and the amplitude is a
maximum. On the screen the very bright spots will represent constructive
interference due to the crests and the clark spots will represent constructive
interference due to the troughs. Destructive interference occurswhere waves
arrive in opposite phase (where a crest meets a trough) and the resultant
amplitude is zero, because the disturbances cancel each other. On the
screen the grey spots will represent destructive interference. Interference is
a result of diffraction.
In grade t t. Heynset a/. (1989:67-82) start with the principle of superposition:
Whenever two or morewaves cross each other, the resultant displacement of
the particles of the medium at any point and at any time is calculated by
adding up the instantaneous displacements which would be produced by the
individual waves if they were the only ones present. Interference is explained
by applying the principle of superposition, as well as the path length
differences of waves. Interference occurs when circular waves from two
coherent sources intersect. Constructive interference takes place when two
pulses reinforce each other. When two waves are exactly in phase,
constructive interference will result. Destructive interference takes place
when two pulses diminish each other. When two waves are exactly half 8
11
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wavelength out of phase, destructive interference will result. Should the two
waves have exactly the same amplitudes, the two waves will cancel each
other out completely and there will be zero disturbance. Huygens was the
first person to realise that diffraction is actually a form of interference.
Diffraction is the phenomenon that the end of a wave that passes an obstacle
changes direction. Heyns et at. then discuss interference and diffraction
patterns of light in terms of double slit interference, while single slit diffraction
is also investigated. The interpretation of the interference pattern of light
waves in Young's double slit experiment differs from the pattern produced by
water waves in the ripple tank: The bright lines are due to constru-tlve
interference, while the dark lines are due to destructive interference.
In grade 10, Brink & Jones (1986a:6-11) illustrate interference patterns (not
diffraction) as a property of waves. Constructive interference is described as
the area of an interference pattern where maximum displacement occurs. A
bigger amplitude results when two crests (or troughs) meet. Destructive
interference is described as the area of an interference pattern where zero
displacement occurs. When a crest and a trough meet, they cancel each
other. When the amplitudes are equal, complete cancellation results, which
is destructive interference.
In grade ii, Brink & Jones (1986b:56-57) start with the principle of
superposition: When two waves in the same medium meet, the instantaneous
displacement of tile medium at any point equals the algecraic sum of the
displacements of the individual waves. Here the conditions for constructive
.'i J destructive interference are described as follows: Constructive
;nterference occurs when waves are in phase. Destructive interference
occurs when waves are out of phase, alth\Jugh cancellation is not complete.
Brink & Jones continue with diffraction in terms of Huygens' principle and as
a special case of interference. Interference patterns are explained in terms of
the path length differences of waves. To see fixed interference patterns, the
12
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3.3.2.2
importance of coherent sources are stressed. Then the wave properties of
light are introduced by means of the double slit interference and single slit
diffraction patterns. The diffraction grating is introduced as an instrument to
produce light spectra.
Tertiary level non-calculus Textbook Presentation
A study done by George (,i994) lists the names of the nine most popular
textbooks used on one-year, non-calculus physics ccurses in American and
Canadian colleges and universities as follows. (Tile percentage indicates the
number of institutions using that particular textbook.)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
Selway RA & Faughn JS. College Physics.
Cutnell JD & Johnson KW. Physics.
Giancoli DC. Physics.
27%
21 %
18%
Jane's ER & Childers RL. Contemporary College Physii:s. 8 %
SeHf:3FW, Zemansky MW & Young HD. College Physics. 5 %
(vi) Beiser A Physics.
(vii) Miller F & Schrorer JD. College Physics.
(Viii} Mulligan JF. Introductory College Physics.
(ix) Nolan PJ. Fundam.Jntals of College Physics.
3%
2%
2%
2%
Although not mentioned as one of the nine most popui~r textbooks, it is
worthwhile adding to these the presentation of interference and diffraction of
the following textbook:
Halliday D, Resnick R & Walker J. Fundamentals of Physics,
13
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According to the above-mentioned authoritative tertiary level textbooks,
interference and diffraction and related concepts are pres lnted as follows:
Sears, Zemansky & Young (1991 :889) remark that for the understanding of
interference and diffraction phenomena, which are inherently wave
phenomena, the principles of physical optics ere necessary. When several
waves overlap at a point, their total effect depends on the phases of the
waves as well as their amplitudes.
Two common features of al/ waves are that a wave is a disturbance that
propagates with time from one region in space to another with a definite
speed, and a wave carries energy from one region in space to another
(Beiser, 1986:279; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:483; Giancoli, 1980:286-287;
Jones & Childers, 1993:407; Nolan, 1995:321,323; Sears, Zemansky &
Young, 1991:479; Serway & Faughn, 1985:325).
(a) :nterference
• Interference is described by Giancoli (1980:297) and Sears, Zemansky &
Young (1991:500) as tho general term used to describe phenomena tlu.:
result from two or more waves passing through the same region at the
same time.
c Interference is the result of superimposing two or more waves on the
same medium (Mulligan, 1991 :288).
• Interference between two waves results in amplitude variations as a
function of distance or as a function of time (Mulligan, 1991 :308).
• Two sound waves of slightly different frequencies travelling through space
in the same direction cause beats. Beats occur because there is
constantly a change from a situation where the two waves interfere
constructively to one where they interfere destructively at a later time
(Mulligan, .,991 :309).
1·1
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41 The principle of linear superposition is used to determine the total
displacement at any point and at any instant of tirns (Sears, Zemansky &
Young, 1991:890).
• The principle of superposition governs interference (Beiser, 1986:650).
(b) Linear Superposition
• The principle of linear superposition states that when two or more waves
of the same nature are present simultaneously at the same place, the
resultant displacement at any point and at any instant may be found by
adding the instantaneous displacements that would be produced at the
point by the individual waves if each were present alone (Beiser,
1986:290; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:522; Nolan, 1995:336; Sears,
Zemansky & Young, 1991:890; Serway & Faughn, 1985:330).
• Beiser (1986:283) describes what happens to the wave erergy during
complete cancellation, when two pulses move along a string towards each
other, with one of the pulses inverted relative to the other. According to
the principle of superposlr'on, if the pulses have the same sizes and
shapes, their displacements ought to cancel out when they meet, only to
reappear later on, after they have passed the crossing point. At the
instant of complete cancellation, the total energy of both pulses resides in
kinetic energy of the string segmentwhere cancellation O-;CUfS.
fl According to Jones & Childers (1993:422), if two pulses are started along
a rope at opposite ends, the waves will meet, pass through each other,
and continue their motion as if nothing had happened.
(c) Constructive Interference
• Constructive interference or reinforcement results from the addition of
amplitudes of waves, from two or more sources arriving at a point in
15
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phase (that is crest-to-crest or trough-to-trough) (Sears, Zemansky &
Young, 1991 :891).
.. According to Beiser (1986:650) constructive interference refers to the
relnforcement of waves in phase with one another.
• When two waves are in phase with each other, the waves are said to
exhibit constructive interference or a bright fringe (Nolan, 1995:338) .
., Serway & Faughn (1985:331) and Mulligan (1991:288) illustrate
constructive interference with two overlapping waves having the same
ampli' .ide and frequency .
., Serway & Faughn (1985:615) describe constructive interference as a
state where the amplitude of the resultant wave is greater than that of
either the individual waves.
• The bright lines on the screen of Young's double slit experiment are the
result of waves combining constructively (Serway & Faughn, 1985:617).
• Should two waves with the same wavelength come together in such a way
that crest meets crest and trough meets trough, the resulting composite
wave will have an amplitude greater than that of either of the original
waves and the waves interfere constructively with each other (Beiser,
1986:290).
.. When waves arrive at a point in the same pal t of their cycles, they
interfere constructively (Beiser, 1986:653).
• According to Jones & Childers (1993:422) when two waves meet and the
displacement of the two waves are in thl" same direction, the resulting
wave has a larger amplitude. The two waves are said to be in phase, and
the resulting build-up of amplitude is called constructive interference.
• Jones & Childers (1993:660) describe constructive interference as two
waves with the same frequencies arriving at the same point with the same
phase. The result is an amplitude that is greater than the amplitude of
either wave alone. The amplitude of the resulting wave is a maximum
when the two contributing wave crests (and subsequently the troughs)
arrive at the same time.
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~ When two waves with the same frequency and amplitude are in phase,
they interfere constructively, since at every point the displacements
produced by the twowaves add constructively (Mulligan, 1991:289).
• Giancoli (1980:297) describes constructive interference with two wave
pulses on a string, both crests, travelling towards each other with the
same amplitude. In the region where they overlap the resultant
displacement is the algebraic sum of their separate displacements. The
resultant displacement is greater than that of either pulse and the result is
called constructive i,lterference. Where two sets of water waves interfere
with one another, constructive interference occurs where crests of one
wave meet crests of the other (and troughs meet troughs). The water
oscillates up and down with greater amplitude than either wave
separately. The twowaves are in phase.
o When two sinusoidal waves of the same wavelength and amplitude meet
in phase, their interference is (fully) constructive (Halliday, Resnick &
Walkei', 1993:496).
• The condition for constructive interference occurs whenever the path
length difference for two wave sources vibrating in phase is an integral
multiple of the wavelength (Beiser, 1986:654; Cutnell & Johnson,
1995:524-525,870; Giancoli, 1980:567; Jones & Childers, 1993:660;
Mulligan, 1991:622; Nolan, 1995:813; Sears, Zemansky & Young,
1991:891).
(d) Destructive Interference
• Destructive interference or cancellation results when waves from two
sources which are permanently in phase, arrive at a point exactly a half-
cycle (180°) out of phase (that is crest-to-trough), and the resultant
amplitude which is the difference of the two individual amplitudes, is zero.
The amplitudes are equal (Mulligan, 1991:289).
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• Destructive interference occurs when waves are 1800 out of phase and
the resultant wave is zero everywhere, thus producing zero light and a
dark fringe (Nolan, 1995:338,814).
• According to Beiser (1986:650) destructive interference refers to the
partial or complete cancellation of waves out of phasewith one another.
• Cutnell & Johnson (1995:525) say that at loeations where neither
constructive nor destructive interference occurs, the two waves partially
reinforce or partially cancel.
.. Describing Young's double slit experiment, Sears, Zemansky & Young
(1991:894) again refer to destructive interference as cornolete
cancellation.
• Serway & Faughn (1985:331) illustrate destructive interference with two
waves with the same amplitude and frequency where the resultant wave is
seen to be a state of complete cancellation
• With sound waves Serway & Faughn (1985:352) illustrate destructive
interference where the two path lengths differ with half a wavelength, no
sound will be detected at the receiver. Later Serway & Faughn
(1985:615) describe destructive interference as the resultant amplitude
being less than that of either of the individual waves.
• The dark lines on the screen of Young's double slit experiment are the
result of waves combining destructively (Serway & Faughn, 1985:617).
" Should two waves come together in such a way that crest meets trough
and trough meets crest, the composite wave will have an amplitude less
than that of the larger of the original waves and the waves interfere
destructively with each other (Beiser, 1986:290).
• According to Jones & Childers (1993:422) when two waves meet and the
displacements are in opposing directions, these waves are said to be out
of phase, and their amplitudes tend to cancel. This effect is called
destructive interference.
• When waves from two sources with the same frequency arrive exactly out
of phase, destructive interference occurs and the resulting wave is
18
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diminished. If the two sources have the same amplitudes, destructive
interference results in zero net amplitude (Jones & Childers, 1993:661).
• Giancoli (1980:297-298) describes destructive interference as the result
when two wave pulses on a string travelling towards each other with the
same amplitude, one a crest and the other a trough. In the region where
they overlap the resultant displacement is the algebraic sum of their
separate displacements. The two waves oppose one another as they
pass by and the result is called destructive interference. Where two sets
of water waves interfere with one another, destructive interference occurs
where water act'Ja!ly does not move at all; that is where a crest and a
trough meet. The two waves are out of phase.
• When two slnusoldal waves of the same wavelength and amplitude meet
out of phase their interference is destructive (Halliday, Resnick & Walker,
1993:496).
• Pattial destructive interference is the result in most areas where the
relative phases; of two waves are intermediate between the two extremes
of constructive and destructive interference (Giancoli, 1980:298).
• The condition I.)r destructive interference occurs whenever the path length
difference for two wave sources vibrating in phase is a half-integer
number of wavelengths (Beiser, 1986:654; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:525;
Giancoli, 1980:567; MUlligan, 1991 :623; Nolan, 1995:814; Sears,
Zemansky & Young, 1991 :891).
(e) Diffraction
• Diffraction is introduced by Sears, Zemansky & Young (1991:901-902)
with the complexity of the shadow casted by a point source of
monochromatic light. According to geometrical optics, if an opaque object
is placed between a point light source and a sen \~n, the edges of the
object cast a sharp shadow on the screen. This ray model of light is
inadequate to explain the phenomenon of diffraction, where a small
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amount of light bends around the edge, into the geometrical shadow,
which is bordered by alternating bright and dark bands. Diffraction is the
re:;,~.,tanteffect produced by a limited portion of a wave front, when part of
the wave is cut off by some obstacle. Because some light is found withln
the region of geometrical shadow, diffraction is also defined as the
bending of light around an obstacle .
., Selway & Faughn (1985:624) define diffraction as the deviation of light
from a straight-line path when waves pass through small openings,
around obstacles, or by relative sharp edges .
., Mulligan (1991 :632) and Nolan (1995:807) define diffraction as the
bending of waves into the shadow region when they pass through
apertures or around obstacles comparable in size to the wavelength. All
types of waves exhibit diffraction, but it becomes most apparent when the
wavelength is large compared with the size of the aperture or obstacle .
., Giancoli (1980:299) refers to diffraction as the fact that waves spread as
they travel and when they encounter an obstacle they bend around it
somewhat and pass into the shadow region .
., Cutnell & Johnson (1995:880,889) define diffraction as the bending of
light around an obstacle or the edges of an opening. Diffraction patterns
of bright and dark fringes occur when monochromatic light passes through
a single or double slit. Diffraction is described as an interference effect
and is explained with Huygens' principle .
., Nolan (1995:808) also explains diffraction with Huygens' principle .
., Mulligan (1991 :633) and Serway & Faughn (1985,626) explain diffraction
with Huygens' principle: By examining waves coming from various
portions of the slit, each portion of the slit acts as a source of waves.
Hence, light from one portion of the slit can interfere with light from
another portion .
., Jones & Childers (1993:668) define diffraction as the spreading out of
light passing through a small aperture or around a sharp edge. The wave
fronts interfere with each other, according to Huygens' principle. Although
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light always spread out as it travels, diffraction effects become noticeable
only when light travels through a small enough aperture or past a sharp
edge.
• Beiser (1986:662) illustrates diffraction in water waves where the
diffracted waves spread out as though they originated at the gap, in
accord with Huygens' principle, with the following diagram:
• Beiser (1986:662) explains diffraction patterns as the result of
interference between secondary wavelets from different parts of the same
wave front and not from different sources as in Young's double-slit
experiment. The wave fronts in a beam of unobstructed light produce
secondary wavelets that interfere in such a way as to produce new wave
fronts exactly like the old ones. By obstructing part of the wave fronts,
points in the shadow region are not reached by secondary wavelets from
the entire initial wave fronts but only from part of them, and the result is an
interference pattern.
,. If any type of wave encounters a barrier that has an opening of
dimensions similar to the wavelength, the wave will flare out into the
region beyond the barrier. In the case of lightwaves more than just flaring
occurs, because the light produces an interference pattern c.alled a
diffraction pattern. This phenomenon is called diffraction (Halliday,
1993:1053,1076).
• Huygens' principle is a geometrical method for finding, from the known
shape of a wave front at some instant, the shape of the wave front at
some later time. (Jones & Childers (1993:656) define a wave front as the
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surface formed by points of constant phase.) Huygens assumed that every
point of a wave front may be considered the source of secondary wavelets
that spread out in all directions with a speed equal to the propagation of
the waves. The new wave front is then found by constructing a surface
tangent to the secondary wavelets (Beiser, 1986:595; Cutnell & Johnson,
1995:880; Giancoli, 1980:563; Jones & Childers, 1993:656; Mulligan,
1991:620; Nolan, 1990:748; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991:830;
Serway & Faughn, 1985:573).
• Huygens' principle shows that plane waves remain planar and spherical
waves remain spherical as they move through space (MUlligan,
1991:620).
• Huygens' principle is useful in understanding a variety of optical
phenomena other than diffraction, like the laws of reflection and refraction
(Beiser, 1986:596; Giancoli, 1980:565; Jones & Childers, 1993:657;
Nolan, 1995:765; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991:831-832; Serway &
Faughn, 1985:583-585).
• Beiser (1986:596,649) emphasises that although it is both proper and
convenient to use rays in physical optics, an approach based exclusively
on rays does not reveal characteristic wave behaviour as diffraction; the
motion of wave fronts is what is really significant.
(f) Relation between Interference and Diffraction Patterns
• The interference pattern resulting from Young's double slit experiment
consists of bright lines where constructive interference occurs and dark
lines where destructive interference occurs. At intermediate locations on
the screen the interference is only partial, so that the light intensity on the
screen varies gradually between the bright and dark lines. The bright
lines are actually extremely faint and relatively broad. Diffraction gratings
consist of a large number of parallel slits which overcome these difficulties
(Beiser, 1986:653,655).
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• Interference of two light waves will produce constructive or destructive
interference depending on the phase difference between the two waves
(Mulligan, 1991:621-622).
• Beiser (1986:298-299) describes the maximum intensity periods and
minimum intensity periods of sound waves from two tuning forks with the
following diagram:
Maximum intensity (constructive interference)
Minimum intensity (destructive interference)
GI Jones & Childers (1993:671) state that interference and diffraction are two
phenomena which are inseparably linked and are ~ot really different. The
pattern that results from diffraction by a single slit could be thought of as
the self-interference of light passing through the slit. In double-slit
interference, the light is diffracted by each slit. Thus the patterns describe
both interference and diffraction at the same time.
• Giancoli (1980: 566,570) describes the combination of interference and
diffraction as follows: Because of diffraction at each slit in Young's double-
slit experiment, the waves leaving the two small slits spread out to
produce the interference pattern. The diffraction pattern formed by a
round disc using a point source of light, are due to interference of w<:';'/es
diffracted around different parts of the disk.
• Mulligan (1991 :637) describes both interference and diffraction as
superposition effects which depend on the addition of wave disturbar ces
at a given point, takinq account of the phase differences between the
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superimposed waves. interference arises from the superposition of a
finite number of waves coming from different coherent sources.
Diffraction arises from the superposition of an infinite number of Huygens'
wavelets arising from different places on the same original wave front. In
double slits and dhi.,f';lction gratings both interference and diffraction
occur.
o The theory of a diffra::;tfon grating is identical with that of Young's double
slit. Interference effects are shown. This device is called a diffraction
grating because diffraction effects are important in its full explanation
(Mulligan, 1991 :624-625). Giancoli (1980:572) comments that the term
interference grating might be as appropriate.
(g) Coherency and Phase Relations
• The importance of coherent sources (sources which emit waves with a
constant phase relationship between them) to observe visible interference
patterns and to continue occurring at a point, is emphasised (Beiser,
1986:650; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:868; Giancoli, 1980:568; Jones &
Childers, 1993:659,662; Mulligan, 1991 :621-622; Nolan, 1995:815; Sears,
Zemansky & Yeung, 1991 :892; Serway & Faughn, 1985:616).
• Serway & Faughn (1985:616) explain a constant phase relation as
follows: If one source emits a crest at some instant, so should the other.
• Mulligan (1991 :288) defines the phase of a wave as the specific stage of
a cycle that a wave has reached at a particular time or at a particular
place.
s Beiser (1986:650) emphasises that it does not matter whether the waves
are exactly in step when they leave the source, or exactly out of step, or
anything in between; the important thing is that the phase relation stays
the same.
• Sears, Zemansky & Young (1991 :508) descrlt- 'It of phase waves as
waves arriving a half-cycle out of step at a point. Complete cancellation
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occurs when the positive crest and negative crest of two waves with the
same amplitude, meet at a point. The total amplitude there is zero.
• Serway & Faughn (1885:617) illustrate in phase waves with the set up of
Young's double slit experiment where the waves from a single light source
falls on two narrow parallel slits, which serve as a pair of coherent light
sources because waves emerging from them originate from the same
wave front and therefore are always in phase.
It Serway & Faughn (1985:616) also emphasise the condition that the
sources must be monochromatic.
• Jones & Childers (1993:662) describe coherency as two sources of
identical frequency and phase.
II Two waves are in phase if they reach their maximum amplitudes at the
same time, are zero at the same time and have their minimum amplitudes
at the same time. Two waves are out of phase when their maximum, zero
and minimum displacements are not at the same place (Nolan, 1995:337).
3.3.3 Summary of Textbook Presentation
The presentation of interference and diffraction and related aspects as
discussed in paragraph 3.3.2 is now summarised.
Note that the numbering of the different presentations is used for cross-
reference purposes only, and not to indicate any order of preference.
3.3.3.1 Constructive Interference
i. When two or more waves meet in phase, they exhibit constructive
interference (Beiser, 1986:650; Heyns et aI, 1987:25; Jones & Childers,
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1993:660; Mulligan, 1991 :289; Nolan, 1995:338; Sears, Zemansky &
Young, 1991 :891).
ii. When waves are in phase, their interference is (fully) constructive (Halliday,
Resnick & Walker, 1993:490).
iii. Constructive interference .s associated with reinforcement (Beiser,
~986:650; Heyns ei a/., 1989:69; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991:891).
When the resultant displacement is greater then that of either of the
individual waves, the result is called constructive interference (Giancoli,
1980:297; Jones & Childers, 'i993:422; Serway & Faughn, 1985:615).
Where maximum displacement occurs, the waves interfere constructively
(Brink, 1986a:10; Heyns, 1987:25).
tV. Constructive interference is associated with the bright fringes of an
interference pattern (Nolan, 1995:338; Serwny & Faughn, 1985:617).
V. Constructive interference is illustrated with two overlapping waves with the
same frequency and amplitude (Mulligan, 1991:288; Serway & Faughn,
1985:331).
vi. For two wave sources vibrating in phase, a path length difference which is
an integral number of wavelengths Ibdds to constructive interference
(Beiser, 1986:654; Cutneli & Johnson, 1995:524-525, 070; Giancoll,
1980:567; Jones & Childsrs, 1993:660; Mulligan, 1991 :622; Nolan,
1995:813; Sears, Zernansky & Young, 1991:891).
vii. On an interference pattern from two point SOUfGes01 a ripple tank on an
overhead projector, projected on a vertical screen, the very bright spots
represent constructive interference dUG to the crests. The dark spots
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represent constructive interference due to the troughs (Heyns et al.,
1987:21 ).
viii. When two waves meet and their displacements are in the same direction or
in the same part of their cycles, the two waves are in phase and
constructive interference results (Beiser, 1986:653; Jones & Childers,
1993:422).
3.3.3.2 Destructive Interference
i. When two or more waves meet out of phase, destructive interferem
results (Giancoli, 1980:298).
il, When two or more waves meet 1800 out of phase, destructive interference
results (Mulligan, 1991 :289; Nolan, 1995:338,814).
iii. When two or more waves arrive in opposite phases, destructive
interference results (Heyns et a/., 1987:25).
iv. Where two pulses diminish each other, destructive interference occurs
(Heyns, 1989:69; Serway, 1985:615).
v. Destructive interference is the partial or complete cancellation of Wd.vesout
of phase with one another (Beiser, 1986:290,650; brink & Jones, 1980
b:57).
vi. Destructive interference is the complete cancellation of waves, where the
resultant amplitude is zero and dark fringes appear on the screen (Brink,
1986a: 10; Heyns et el., 1987:25; Mulligan, 1991 :289; Nolan, 1995:338,814;
Sears, 1991 :894; Serway, 1985:3d1,617).
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vii. Partial destructive interference occurs where the relative phases of two
waves are intermediate between the two extremes vi' waves which are in
phase and waves which are out of phase (Giancoli, 1980:298).
viii. For two wave sources vibrating in phase, a path length difference which is
a half-integral number of wavelengths, leads to destructive interference
(Beiser, 1986:654; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:525; Giancoli, 1980:567;
Mulligan, 1991:623; Nolan, 1995:814; Sears, Zemansky & Young,
1991 :891).
ix. On an interference pattern from two point sources of a ripple tank on an
overhead projector, projected on a vertical screen, the dark spots represent
constructive interference due to the troughs and the grey spots represent
destructive interference (Heyns et a/., 1987:21).
x. At locations where neither constructive nor destructive interference occurs,
the two waves partially reinforce or partially cancel (Cutnell & Johnson,
1995:525).
3.3,3.3 Coherency and Phase Relations
i. Coherent sources emit waves with a constant phase relationship between
them (Beiser, 1986:650; Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:868; Giancoli, 1980:568;
Jones & Childers, 1993:659,662; Mulligan, 1991 :621-622; Nolan, 1995,815;
Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991 :892; Serway & Faughn, 1985:616).
ii. Two sources are coherent if they have the same frequency and phase
(Jones & (,hilders, 1993:662).
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iii. A constant phase relation exists between two waves when the two sources
emit crests (or troughs} simultaneously (Serway & Faughn, 1985:616).
iv. A constant phase relation does not mean that the waves have to be exactly
in step (or out of step) when they leave the source (Beiser, 1986:650).
v. Two waves are out of phase when their maximum, zero and minimum
displacements are not at the same place (Nolan, 1995:337).
vi. Out ")f phase waves arrive a helt-cyae out of step at a ;Joint (Jones &
Childers, 1993:422; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991 :508).
3.3.3.4 Diff,·action
i. Diffraction is defined as the bending of light around obstacles or small
openings, into the geometrical shadow region (Cutnell & Johnson,
1995:880,889; Giancoli, 1980:299; Jones & Childers, 1993:668; Mulligan,
199'1:632; Nolan, 1995:807; Sears, Zemansky & Young, 1991 :902; Serway
& Faughn, 1985:624).
ii. Diffraction is the spreading out of light waves passing around an obstacle
or small opening (Beiser, 1986:662; Giancoli, 1980:299; Jones & Childers,
1993:668).
iii. Diffraction is explained by Huygens' principle: By examining waves coming
from various portions of a slit, each portion of the slit acts as a source of
waves. Hence, light from one portion of the slit can interfere with light from
another portion, resulting in diffraction patterns (Beiser, 1986:662; Cutnell
& Johnson, 1995:880,889; IVluliigan, 1991 :633; Nolan, 1995:808; Serway &
Faughn, 1985:626).
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3.3.3.5 Relataon between Interference and Diffraction
i. Diffraction is an interference effect (Cutnell, 1995:880,889).
ii. Interference and diffraction are two phe:iomena which are not really
different. The pattern that results from diffraction by a single slit is due to
self-interference of light passing through the slit. In double-slit
interference, the light is diffracted at each slit and the pattern describes
both interference and diffraction at the same time (Giancoli, 1980:566,570;
Jones, 1993:671).
iii. Diffraction patterns of bright and dark fringes occur when light passes
through a single or double slit (Cutnell & Johnson, 1995:880,889).
iv. The result of diffraction is an interference pattern (Beiser: 1986:662).
v. The result of diffraction is a diffraction pattern (Cutnell & Johnson,
1995:889).
vi. Interference and diffraction are both superposition effects. Interference
arises from superposition of a finite number of waves coming from different
coherent sources. Diffraction arises from the superposition of an infinite
number of Huygens' wavelets arising from different places on the same
original Vvnvefront (Mulligan, 1991 :637).
vii. In double slits and diffraction gratings both interference and diffraction
occur (Mulligan, 1991 :637),
viii. When diffraction occurs, light produces an interference pattern called a
diffraction pattern (Halliday, 1993: 1076).
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ix. The term interference grating might be as appropriate as diffraction grating
(Giancoli, 1980:572).
It is important to notice that most of these textbook presentations are
presented in a font that stands out, such as italic or bold. This contributes to
t'_· association and assumption that a definition is presented, rather than an
example or description to explain the concept.
From this summary it is clear that constructive and destructive interference
and related aspects are treated inconsistently and in some cases
contradictorily by aifferent authors.
TI,e opinion of the researcher is that different. descriptions and simplified
examples found in textbooks by different authors could misguide students in
a way which leads to alternative conceptions on interference and diffraction.
This study investigates these aspects!
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4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The researcher is of the opinion that alternative conceptions on interference
and diffraction exist among students and that these different ideas are related
to textbook presentations. Different presentations lead to different
interpretations; therefore textbooks are a source of alternative conceptions.
This study investigates the following:
(i) Do students have alternative conceptions concerning
interference and diffraction of light?
(ii) Do these alternative conceptions relate to the
presentation of interference and diffraction in textbooks?
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5 METHODOLOGY
5.1 Sample
5.1.1 Textbook
The South African secondary level textbooks and tertiary level non-calculus
textbooks described under the Literature Review (paragraph 3.3.2) are used
in this study.
5.1.2 Pilot Study
(i) Seven physics lecturers were asked to validate the test: four of the
researcher's colleagues at Technikon Pretoria, two lecturers at the
University of the Witwatersrand, and one secondary school teacher.
Only five tests were received back: three from the Technikon Pretoria,
one from the University of the Witwatersrand and one from the
secondary school teacher.
(ll) The edited pilot test was administered to 27 Physics students at
Technikon Pretoria during the first semester of 1997: 14 Physics II
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students enrolled for B Tech in Chemistry; 13 Physics I students
enrolled for N Dip in Surveying.
Although the composition of the students were not investigated, it is worth
mentioning that the students used in this pilot study were from different
cultural backgrounds, and for most of them English W8S not their first
language.
5.1.3 Main Study
The test for the main study was administered to 191 Physics students
enrolled for different courses from three different groups and lecturers at the
Technikon Pretoria, during ths second semester of 1997. Because these
courses are semester courses the students for the pilot study and the main
study were not the same students.
The three groupswere as follows:
i, 99 Physics I students enrolled for different science courses i.e. N Dip in
Analytical Chemistry, Ceramics Technology, Chemical Engineering,
Geotechnology, Metallurgy, Plastic and RubberTechnology;
ii. 84 Physics I students enrolled for I\l Dip Electrical Engineering;
iii. 8 Physics !I students enrolled for B Tech in Chemistry.
All students completed the test at the end of their Physics course. Therefore
it was assumed that all students were farnlliar with basic interference and
diffraction principles.
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Physics I is a six month course which covers different sections of basic
physics, including interference and diffraction. Due to time constraints the
treatment of the various topics tends to be superficial, and so it is unlikely for
alternative conceptions formed by students prior to these Physics I courses to
be changed. Even the Physics II course assumes that students are familiar
with basic concepts.
Students used in this main study were from different cultural backgrounds.
For most of them Englishwas not their first language.
5.2 Research Instrument: Test
The research instrument consisted of a single written test. See Appendix A
for the pilot version and Appendix B for the revised version for the main
study.
The tests were composed by the researcher, due to the lack of existing
research tests or questionnaires to investigate alternative conceptions on
interference and diffraction. Some of the questions were developed by the
researcher and other questions were totally or partially from other sources, as
indicated in paragraphs5.2.1 and 5.2.2.
The questions are multiple choice questions, based on possible alternative
conceptions from the researcher's experience as a lecturer, and misleading
or unclear statements in textbooks, as derived by the researcher through the
critical analysis of textbooks, as described in the Literature Review
(paragraph 3.3.2 ).
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Each multiple choice question is followed by an open-ended question where
the answer has to be motivated.
To serve as a motivation for the students to put in an effort to motivate each
question properly, marks were allocated to the students' efforts. For each
choice a mark out of three was allocated and for each motivation a mark out
of two. These tests were therefore modified questionnaires where marks
were allocated.
The purpose of each question was to inv('Gtigate the possible existence of
alternative ideas.
Note that these multiple choice items are NOT of the sir.:,le response type.
More than one option can be correct. This was made clear to the students.
5.2.1 Pilot Study
The test contains a total of 21 questions, grouped into seven areas, where
each area investigates a possible alternative conception.
The questions are group::d into areas as follows: (The questions which were
not developed by the researcher are indicated with the source of the question
in brackets.)
(i) AREA 1: Constructive interference
QUESTIONS 1,4,5,6,19 (Houston, ~971:27),21
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'-'),II AREA 2: Destructive interference
QUESTIOf\JS 2, 4, 6,14 (Houston, 1971:12),21
(iii) AREA 3: Diffraction
QUESTIONS 7, 9, 10, 18 (Damelin, 1978:3), 20 (Hawkins, 1970:21)
(iv) AREA4: Superposition and interference
QUESTION 4, 9, 10, 17, 18, 20
(v) AREA5: Coherency and phase relations
QUESTIONS 6, 12, 13, 15 (Houston, 1971:5), 16, 17 (Damelin,
1978:89)
(vi) AREA6: Light as a form of energy
QUESTIONS 8,11
(vii) AREA7: Wave nature of light
QUESTION 3 (Muller, 1976:115)
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5.2.2 Main Study
The following changes from the pilot were made:
(i) The main test contains a total of 19 questions and not 21 as in the pilot
study. Questions 3, 4, 12 and 16 of the pilot study are k~ft out from the
main study, and two additional questions, 18 and 19, are added to tile
main study Both these questions were set up by the researcher.
(ii) The 4-
study. T'
because it v
research. The qi, _
allocated to other areas.
i i: xc '::ve areas and not seven as in the pilot
!f: »iure of light is left out in the main study,
1applicable for the purposes of the
re area light as a form of energy are
(iii) The amount of options is four for all the questions in the main study
and not five as in the pilot study. The option which was chosen the
least in the pilot study, was left out.
(iv) The order of the questions is changed to randomise the questions
more, and to fit long and short questions to pages.
See Table 5.1 (p. 38) for the questions associated with each area.
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I'~--~"~-~~-'AREA-'-----~--'--' "QUESTION NITMBER~' COR~~SPoii1DING l
MAINSTUDY QUESTIONNUMBF.RSOF
PILOTSTUDY
2,7, 12, 16,19 2,8,14,21,-
4: Superposition and interference 13,"s,-{O,15, 17-'~+-9~,-10-,-1S:-1-8,-2-0--'
lS~Cohe~ncyandphaseffilati±S, 10, 14 -117, 6, 13~-1-5---~
j_ __ ~___J
TABLE 5.1: QUESTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH EACH AREA
5.3 Procedure
5.3.1 Pilot Study
The test was scheduled as an assignment to complete in the library or at
home, after the theory was finished in class. Students were encouraged to
make use of the library and references other than the prescribed textbook.
Tney were firmly requested not to work together, or to copy any choice or
comment from other students.
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5.3.2 Main Study
For the main study the test was scheduled as the last test of the term and this
was the students' last chance to improve their semester marks. This was an
encouragement for the students to put in an effort. It was an open book test.
They could bring any literature or textbooks with them to the test period.
For the three different groups involved (see 5.1.3), the researcher was in
control during the test sessions. The three groups wrote separately and at
different times.
For better control the test was completed under test conditions during normal
lecturing hours. The test was written during a three hours practical session
where they had enough time to finish. This was no test against time! Most of
the students arrived only with their prescribed textbook: Cutnell JD &
Johnson KW. Physics.
The test was only in English, although Afrikaans speaking students were
present in all the groups. Due to the bilingual nature of the Tscnnlkon
Pretoria, Afrikaans speaking students could ask for translations where they
did not understand terms and terminology. The only translation that was
asked for more than once was about the translation of coherency, which is
translated as 'kohersnt', These students still did not understand the
meaningl
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6 ANALYSIS OF RESULT5
6.1 Quantitative Analysis
Individual students' responses to the multiple-choice questions were
analysed quantitatively, because a fair mark had to be allocated to each
student for semester mark purposes.
Since many of the options of the questions are not obviously correct or
incorrect, and different textbook interpretations vary, the marking schemewas
difficult to compile. The marking was subject to the researcher's opinion,
taking into consideration different textbook interpretations, and the
presentation of the prescnbed textbook. The motivations were difficult to
categorise according to marks, for the same reason.
The aim of the quantitative analysis was:
• To motivate the students to put in an effort to complete the test, because
marks were allocated.
• To allocate a fair mark to each student for semester marl<purposes and
not for research purposes,
• To make a relative comparison of the complexity and difficLllty of the
concept(s) related to each question.
Each answer was assigned a mark of five, Three marks were allocated for
the oholcets) and twa marks for the motivation:
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Choices: - 3 marks for the correct choice(s)
- 2 marks for a partly correct choice where only one of a possible
two obviously correct options was chosen.
1 mark for a 'grey' choice, where the obviously correct choice
was no. chosen.
Motivation: - 2 marks for a correct motivation
- 1 mark for a partly correct motivation
- 0 marks for no motivation or a motivation which is totally
inapplicable.
The final marks students obtained for this test are summarised in Appendix C.
The average mark for this test is 60%.
Figure 6 (p. 42) indicates the average mark for each question.
In descending order of complexity and difficulty the questions are found to be:
QUESTION 17(18%), 12(22%), 7(29%), 13(36%), 16(40%), 19(42%),
11(51%), 5(51%), 9(53%), 10(54%), 3(54%), 6(55%), 18(60%), 4(64%),
1(65%),2(71%),15(74%),14(77%),8(78%)
These marks were not used further in this study to make conclusions.
Although it might seem that this quantitative exercise was useless, it served
as a motivation for the students to put in an effort to complete the test.
w 90%e« 80%
I-
70%zw
60%0
0::: 50%we, 40%w
30%e
~ 20%
w 10%
~ 0%
FIGURE 6
Quantitative analysis of results
-------~-----.--'------~.-.------------,----..---,--------~,----------- __ --')
~-~-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
QUESTION
-------_
t!3
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6.2 Qualitative Analysis
The analysis is primarily qualitative, since many of the questions do not have
an obviously correct or incorrect answer, because of different textbook
interpretations.
The answers were sorted according to the choice(s), and t"~n the open-
ended motivations were analysed and categorised for each question. See
Appendix E for the analysed and categorised test responses to each question
of the main study.
From the sorted, analysed and categorised test responses, four graphical
representations' b, 0 and d) were drawn for each question to show the
distribution of de
Figures ( a ) and ,) indicate distributions of options chosen by students.
"':igure( a ) indicates the percentage of the 191 students who chose a certain
option (A, B, G, 0 or no option, indicated by '~') or combinations of options
(e.g. options A, G and D were chosen as correct options, indicated by 'AGO').
These percentages add up to 100% within the limitations of rounding off.
Figure ( b ) indicates the total percentage of the 191 students who chose the
individual options A, B, G, 0 and '_I, Because students could choose more
than one option, these percentages add up to more than 100%. In this
presentation a colour coding is used to distinguish between obviously correct
options (green), obviously incorrect options (red) and 'grey' options (yellow).
If there is any doubt whether an option should be correct or incorrect, due to
different textbook interpretations, the option is categorised as 'grey'.
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Figures ( c ) and ( d ) indicate distributions of categorised motivations.
Figure ( c ) indicates the percentage of J 191 students who motivated the
question With a certain motivation, independent of the option(s) chosen.
These percentages add up to mo~1' In 100%, because one answer could
be motivated with more than one statement, which falls in different
categories. In this presentation each motivation category is indicated by a
unique colour.
The motivation categories were drawn up from the data in Appendix D, which
contains the analysed and cateqor' .J test responses. All the motivations
markedWithan asterlx '*' in Appenn -re categorised under 'motivations of
no use'. This is because the motivations do not make sense, or are
inapplicable or insignificant. Where the motivation could be of interest, but is
of no use for this research, the motivation is also markedwith an asterix.
Take note of the following:
o Not all the motivations are correct or necessarily make sense, even some
of them which are not indicated by an asterix. In such cases these invalid
motivations are of importance for the research, because alternative
conceptions are highlighted.
• Although 'no motivations' and 'motivations of no use' are two categories
they are not included in these figures for practical reasons. This
information does not add to the aim of the study of what the students'
alternative conceptions are, and the more categories, the less clear the
graphical representation is.
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• Due to space limitations in the figures, the motivations are stated very
briefly. The motivation is expanded and clarified under the specific
question.
Figure ( d ) indicates the distribution of categorised motivations for each
combination of options. Each category is plotted as a percentage of the 191
students who used this specific motivation for each combination. The same
colour coding that is used in figure ( c ), is used here. Because students
could motivate an answer with more than one statement which falls in
different categories, percentages may add up to more than 100%.
Some of the figures end up with bars where the colours are not clearly
distinguished, due to bars which are too narrow or too short. This is due to
two reasons:
• Narrow bars: large number of different combinations of options and large
number of motivationcategories.
• Short bars. a distribution of data from very low percentages to very high
percentages.
Where possible all motivations are represented graphically. Where
statistically very small percentages have a trivial visual impact, they are not
included in the graphs, but are mentioned in the dlscusslon, They are
indicated with a double asterix '**' in the discussion. Because questions
differ in the number of combination of options, number of motivation
categories and distributionof percentages, it is 'lot practical to apply one rigid
rule of what is includedand what is excluded.
These figures follow in paragraphs 6.2.1 to 6.2.19, where the analysis of
each of the nineteenquestions is discussed separate'y.
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categories of Question 1, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.1.d (p. 47B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS (3.3.3.1)
IN PHASE (65%) The waves are in phase or exactly in i. When two or more waves meet in
phase. phase.
IDENTICAL (32%) The waves are identical. The v, Illustrated with two overlapping
amplitudes and/or wavelengths are waves with the same frequency and
the same. amplitude.
REINFORCE (31%) The resultant wave is reinforced or iii. Associated with reinforcement:
the rmplitude has doubled. when the resultant displacement is
greater than that of either the
individual waves or when maximum
displacement occurs.
CRESTS AND The waves meet crest-to-crest and
TROUGHS (24%) trough-to-trough
SUPERPOSITION According to the superposition 3.3.2.2.b According to the
(3%) principle constructive interference superposition principle the resultant
occurs displacement is the addition of the
instantaneous displacements.
**BRIGHT FRINGES Bright fringes are formed on a iv. Associated with bright fringes of
(0,5%) screen. an Interference pattern.
TABLE 6.1 : MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 1
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 1
FIGURE 6.1.a
Percentage of students who chose a certain combination
of options
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6.2.2 Analysis of Qu')stion 2
See Appendix 8 for Question 2.
Figure 6.2.a (p. SOl\') indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follcw in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: D(43%),
AD(39%), C(6%), ACD(4%), AC(3%), 8(2%), A(2%), 8D(2%), AB(O,5%),
CD(O's%).
Figure 6.2.b (p. 50A) indicates the distribution of individual '" ""on choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
0(87%) is the obviously correct choice, in",.,cated in green. 8(4%) is the
obviously incorrect choice, indicated in red. The 'grey' optl.ms are A(47%)
and C(13%), indicated in yellow.
Option D is correct, because it obeys all the criteria the textbooks state for
destructive interference. These 'Naves are out of phase (exactly out of
phase), they cancel one another completely, and their amplitudes and
wavelengths are identical.
Option B is incorrect, because the pulses are in phase (exactly in phase) and
constructive interference occurs.
Option A is 'grey' because the pulses are not identical. A significantly lower
percentage of students chose this option (47%) than option D (87%).
Option C is 'grey' because the waves al e not in phase (not exactly out of
phase), although they are identical and cancellation does occur at SC' I ~
instances.
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Figure 6.2.c (p. 50A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.2 (p. 50) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 2, and how these cateqories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.2.d (p. SOB)indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTI~:ATIONS GiVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS (3.3.3.2)
OUT OF PHASE The waves are out of phase, i.Waves meet out of phase.
(57%) exactly out of phase, 180· alit of ii.Waves meet 1800 out of phase.
phase, not in phase. iii. 'N&ves arrive in opposite phase.
v. The partial or complete cancellation of
I waves out of phase with one another.
CANCEL (38%) The waves cancel each other. vi. The complete cancellation of waVb;>
where the resultant amplitude is zero. I
CREST-TO- The waves meet crest-to-trough.
TROUGH (33%)
IDENTICAL (13%) The waves are identical. The ii,vi The amplitudes have to be equal for
amplitudes, frequencies and/or complete cancellation when waves are
wavelengths are the same. 1800 out of phase.
SMALLER The resultant wave has a smaller iv. When two pulses diminish each other.
AMPLITUCE (4%) amplitude.
PATH LENGTH (2%) The path length difference viii. For two wave sources vibrating in
between the waves is an odd phase, a path length difference which is
number of wavelengths. The a half-integer number of wavelengths,
wavelengths differ not with an leads to destructive interference.
Integer number.
PARTIAL Partial destructive interference vii. Partial destructive interference occurs
DESTRUCTIVE (2%) occurs at A and complete where the relative phases of two waves
destrictlve interference occurs at are lntermedlate between the two
D. extremes of waves which are in phase
and waves which are out of phase.
x. Where neither constructive nor
destructive lnterterence occurs, waves
partlallv cancel or relatorce,
NOT IDENTICAL The amplitudes do not have to be
(2%) the same.
''''TWO TROUGHS Two troughs interfere ix. Dark spots represent destructive
(0,5%) destructively. interference.
TABLE 6.2 : MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 2
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 2
FIGURE 6.2.a
Percentage of students who chose a certain combination
of options
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6.2.3 Analysis of Question 3
See Appendix B for Question 3.
Figure 6.3.a (p. 53A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow I.' Jescending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations ur options in brackets: B(49%), A(19%),
AB(7%~ 0(6%), '-'(5%), C(5%), BD(3%), ABD(2%), BC(2%}, ABC(O,5%),
AC(O,5%), AD(O,5%), CD(O,5%).
Figure G.3.b (p. 53A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
B(63%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(29%), C(8%)
and '-'(5%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. The
'grey' option is 0(12%), indicated in yellow.
Option B is correct, because constructive and destructive interference will not
continue to happen at the same place when the two beams do not maintain a
constant phase relation.
Options A. and C are incorrect, because interference and diff, action are
properties of all light waves. Even a single beam will undergo diffraction and
interference.
Option D is incorrect, because two incoherent waves can have the same
speed. The speed of light is a constant in vacuum and for all practical
reasons in air.
Figure S.J.c (p. 53A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.3 (p. 53) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 3, and how these categories relate to different
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textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.3.d (p. 538) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
RESEARCHER'S COMMENT:
• The double negative auestion makes it difficult to interpret the question
clearly.
• Option D is not suitable for this question.
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CATEGORIES O~ SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
PHASE RELATION The waves do not maintain a 3.3.3.3.i. Coherent sources emit waves
(39%) constant phase relation. I with a constant phase relationship
between them.
INTERFERENCE Constructive and destructive
VARIES (18%) interference do not continue to
occur at a point.
COHERENCY Constructive and destructive
CONDITION (9%) interference result from coherent
sources.
NOT IN PHASE (7%) The waves are not in phase. The 3.3.3.3.v. Two waves are out of phase
waves are ou1.of phase. Their when their maximum, zero and
phases differ. They are not minimum displacements a.e not at the
exactly out of phase. same place.
WAVELENGTHS Their wave characteristics 3.3.3.1.v Constructive interference is
DIFFER (7%) (wavelengths and frequencies) illustrated with two overlapping waves
differ. with the same frequency and amplitude.
3.3.3.3.ii. Two sources are coherent if
they have the same frequency and
phase,
DIRECTIONS The waves are from different 3.3.3.3.iii A constant phase relation
DIFFER (3%) directions. The one wave is a exists between two waves when the two
positive and the other a negative. sources emit crests (or troughs)
simultaneously.
DESTRUCTIVE They undergo destructive 3.3.3.2.i When two or more waves meet
INTERFERENCE interference, because they are out out of phase, destructive interference
(1%) of phase. results.
3.3.3.3.vi. Out of phase waves arrive a
half-cycle out of step at a point.
TABLE 6.3: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 3
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION:::'
FIGURE 6.3.a
Percentage of students who chose a certain combination
of options
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6.:t4 Anatysls of Question 4
See Appendix 8 for Question 4.
Figure 6,.4.a (p. 56A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: 8(72%), D(15%),
A(6%), C(5%), '-'(1 %), 8C(1 %).
Figure IB.4.b (p. 56A) indicates tho distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
0(15%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(16%), C(6%)
and '-'('I %) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in recl. The 'grey'
option is 8(73%) indicated in yellow.
Option D is correct, because two troughs meet at that point. The waves are
(exactly) in phase at that point.
Option A is incorrect, because constructive interference occurs at point X. At
point W the interference is not fully constructive, because they are not exactly
in phase.
Option C is incorrect, because constructive interference does not occur at
pointZ.
Option 8 is 'grey', because at point W the waves are not exactly in phase,
although reinforcement takes place. Constructive interference occurs at point
X.
Figure 6.4.c (p. 56A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.4 (p. 56) mdlcates the motivation
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categories of Question 4, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.4.d (p. 568) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
RESEARCHER'S COMMENT:
• The waves which do not meet exactly in phase at point Ware not very
clear, although the points are indicated. Some students could see these
points as being in phase, which would make option 8 a correct option.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MoiTIVATIONS CORREsPot"DING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
REINFORCE (51%) The waves reinforce each other. 3.3.3.1.iii. When the resultant
The amplitude doubles. displacement is greater than that of
either of the individual waves, they
interfere constructively.
IN PHASE (36%) The waves are in phase (exactly 3.3.3.1.i. Whentwo or more waves
or partially or 90%). meet in phase they interfere
constructlvely.
CRESTS AND Two trouqhs meet and two crests
TROUGHS (27%) meet.
IDENTICAL (4%) The waves are identical. 3.3.3.1.v. Illustrations with two
overlapping waves w!tt::the same
frequency and amplitude.
YANDZ Y and Z are destructive, due to 3.3.3.2.rv'Whf.11two pulses diminish
DESTRUCTIVE (3%) positive and negative crests I each other, desuuctive interference
resultant wave is smaller. occurs.
SUPERPOSITION The sum of the two waves giv~s a 3.3.2.2.b According to the superposition
(2%) resultant wave. principle the resultant displacement is
the addition of the instantaneous
displacements.
PARTIAL W is partially constructive, partially 3.3.3.1.ii. When waves are in phase,
CONSTRUCTIVE in phase. their interference is (fully) constructive.
(2%)
TABLE 6.4 : MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 4
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GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 4
FIGURE 6.4.a
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6.2.5 Analysis of Question 5
See Appendix 8 for Question 5.
Figure 6.5.a (p. 59A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: A8C(23%),
A(19%), 8(17%), AB(16%), 0(9%), C(7%), AC(3%), BC(2%), '-'(2%), 80(1%),
CO(1%), ACO(O,5%).
Figure S.5.b (p. 59A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
A(62%) and C(36%) are the obviously correct choices, indicated in green. To
make no choice, '-'(1%), indicated in red, is obviously incorrect. The 'grey'
options are 8(59%) and 0('12%), indicated in yellow.
Options A and C are correct, because woen two troughs always meet, they
will be in phase. Wave3 which are in phase maintain a constant phase
relation and will therefore be coherent.
Options Band D are 'grey' because the question is not clearly stated. At
that point where the troughs always meet, constructive interference will
always occur. p.~different points constructive and destructive interference will
alternate.
Figure 6.5.c (p. 59A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.5 indicates the motivation categories
of Question 5, and how these categories relate to different textbook
presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the paragraph in
this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students who used each
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category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the motivation
category.
Figure 6.S.d (p. 59B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
RESEARCHER'S COMMENT:
• The question should read: 'At the point where two waves with amplitudes
A and 2A always meet trough-to-trough, they:'.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY PRESENTATIONS
STUDENTS
SUMMARY OF Where more than nne option
CHOICE (42%) is chosen, the motil''1tion it
a summary or .he enolce
I and statement in the
question (e.g. they are in
phase because they meet
trough-tn-trough)!
REINFORCE (18%) The resultant wave is bigger. 3.3.3.1.iii When the resultant displacement is
The amplitude doubles. The greater than that of either the individual
amplitude is 3A. waves, constructive interference results.
AMPLITUDES (12%) Amplitudes may differ for
constructive interference to
occur.
PHASE RELATION The phase relation stays 3.3.3.3.i Coherent sources emit waves with a
(10%) constant. constant phase relationship between them.
CREST AND Their crests will also meet. 3.3.3.3.iii A constant phase relation exists
TROUGHS (9%) when the two sources emit troughs
simu!taneously.
IDENTICAL (9%) Frequencies, wavelengths 3.3.3.1.v For two overlapping waves the
and speed are the same. frequency and wavelength are the same.
3.3.3.3.ii Two sources are coherent if they
have the same frequency and phase.
OPTION (8%) Another option is 'used to
--
motivate one option, without
choosing the other option!!
PATH LENGTH (3%) A difference of an integer 3.3.3.1.vi For two wave sources vibrating in
amount of wavelengths phase, a path length difference which is an
leads to constructive integer number of wavelengths leads to
interference. constructive interference.
PARTIAL When troughs are not in 3.3.3.1.ii When waves are in phpse, their
CONSTRUCTIVE phase, partial constructive interference ;s (fully) constructive.
(0,5%) interference.
TABLE 6.5: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 5
59A
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 5
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6.2.6 Analysis of Question 6
See Appendix 8 for Question 6.
Figure 6.S.a (p. 61A) indicates the distribution ai option combinations chosen
by students. Th'3Yfollow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the /arious combinations of options in brackets: B(52%), A(24%),
AB(6%), C(5%), AC(4%), D(3%), '-'(2%), 8C(2%), ACD(1%), AD(1%),
ABC(1%), 8D(1%), CD(1%).
Figure S.S.b (p. 61A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
8(61%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. C(12%) and -:
'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. The 'grey' options
are A(36%) and 0(6%), indicated in yellow.
Option 8 is correct. Diffraction depends on the ratio of wavelength of light to
slit width. This relation is too small to observe diffraction.
Option C should be regarded as incorrect. It is a rather gbneral, non-specific
statement and does not explain the cause -_effect relationship in the stem of
the question.
Options A and 0 are 'grey', because both ignore or minimise diffraction
effects with light.
Figure S.S.c (p. 61A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.6 (p, 61) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 6, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
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who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure S.S.d (p. 61 B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
CATECORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS ' CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS (3.3.3.4)
BEND TOO LITTLE The degree of bending is too
(23%) small to observe.
WAVELENGTH I Diffraction depends on the ratio
SLITWIDTH (15%) wavelength to slit width. Light
has a shorter wavelength than
sound.
LIGHT DOESN'T Light waves do not bend around i. Diffraction is the bending of light around
DIFFRACT (12%) an open door, only around obstacles or small openings.
narrow slits. Light does not ii. Diffraction is the spreading out of light
diffract. waves passing around an obstacle or
small opening.
ALL WAVES All waves, also light, diffract.
DIFFRACT (10%)
HUYGENS' According to Huygens' principle 3.3.3.4.iii Diffraction is explained by
PRINCIPLE (5%) sound waves diffract. Huygens' principle.
SOUND> LIGHT Sound waves diffract much
(4%) more than light waves.
TABLE 6.6: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 6
61A
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 6
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6.2.7 Analysis of Question 7
See Appendix B for Question 7.
Figure 6.7.& (p. 63A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: A{28%), D{27%),
C{17%), '-'(5%), 8C(1%), BD(O,5%).
Figure 6.7.b (p. 63A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
A(28%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. 8(2%) and '-'(5%)
are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. The 'grey' options are
C(18%) and D(28%), indicated in yellow.
Option A is correct, because there is no energy in the dark fringes.
Option 8 is incorrect, because there is no light energy in the dark fringes.
Options C and D are 'grey', because destructive interference is presented
differently in textbooks. If the amplitudes differ, then there am problems with
deciding about destructive interference. Energy will still be present.
Figure 6.7.c (p. 63A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.7 indicates the motivation categories
of Question 7, and how these categories relate to different textbook
presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back. to the paragraph in
this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students who used each
category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the motivation
category.
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FigLlre S.7.d (p.63A) indicates the distribution of cateqonss of motivations for
each combination of options.
CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATioNS GIVEN CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
NO ENERGY IN DARK No energy Is present in dark fringes. No
(14%) light energy is present in dark fringes.
LAW OF According to the law of conservation of
CONSERVATION energy.
(12%)
ENERGY TO BRIGHT Energy is redistributed to bright fringes
(8%) where constructive interference occurs.
LESS ENERGY IN Dark fringes have less energy. Some
DARK (7%) energy is used for destructive interference.
ENERGY ABSORBED Some of the energy is absorbed. Dark
(5%) fringes absorb energy.
PATH LENGTH (4%) Constructive and destructive interference For lwo sources vibrating in phase, a
depend on path length difference. path length difference which is:
3.3.3.1. vi an integer number of
wavelengths leads to constructive
interference.
3.3.3.2. viii a half-integer number of
wavelengths leads to destructive
interference.
CONVERT TO HEAT Energy is converted to heat energy.
(3%)
YOUNG'S PATTERN Young's interference pattern shows the
(2%) redistribution of energy.
iNTENSITY: ENERGY Intensity of fringes is directly proportional to
(2%) light energy.
NO LIGHT, OTHER Because no light ;" present in dark fringes, 3.3.3.2.ix Dark spots represent
FORMS (1%) conversion to other forms took piace. constructive interference and grey
spots destructive interference.
TABLE 6.7: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 7
63A
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 7
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6.2.8 Analysis of Question 8
See Appendix B for Question 8.
Figure 6.S.3. (p. 65A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: C(68%), 8(23%),
A(6%), D(2%), '-'(1%), AB(O,5%).
Figure 6.8.b (p. 65A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
C(68%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(7%), 8(23%),
D(2%) and '-'(1%) are the obviously Incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option C is correct. When light passes through each slit, diffraction occurs.
Due to interference of light from the two slits (now regarded as sources), an
interference pattern of dark and bright fringes form on the screen.
Options A, Band D are incorrect, because both interference and dlffractlon
occur.
Figure 6.8.c (p. 65A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.8 indicates the motivation categories
of Question 8, and how these categories relate to different textbook
presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the paragraph in
this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students who used each
category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the motivation
cate8ury.
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Figure 6.8.d (p. 65B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
CATEGORIES OF' SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
INTERF. PATIERN An interference pattern with dark 3.3.3.1.iv Constructive interference is
(S8%) and bright fringes forms on the associated with the bright fringes of an
screen. interference pattern.
3.3.3.2.vi Destructive interference is
associated with the dark fringes.
COHERENT Waves from two co.ierent
SOURCES (24%) sources interfere.
LIGHT BENDS (22%) When light moves through a slit, 3.3.3.4.i Diffraction is the bending of light
it bends around the edges. around small openings.
DIFFRACT THEN After diffraction, constructive 3.3.3.1.iv Constructive interference is
INTERF. (6%) and destructive interference associated with the bright fringes of an
occurs. interference pattern.
3.3.3.2.vi Destructive interference is
associated with the dark fringes.
3.3.3.S.vii In double slits both interference
and diffraction occur.
INTERFERENCE Diffraction is an interference 3.S.3.S.i Diffraction is an interference
EFFECT (4%) effect. effect.
WAVE NATURE Wave nature of light.
(3%)
YOUNG'S According to Young's double slit
EXPERIMENT (2%) experiment.
HUYGENS' According to Huynens' principle. 3.3.3.4.iii Diffraction is explained by
PRINCIPLE (1%) Huygens' principle.
DIFFRACTION The result is a diffraction pattern 3.3.3.S.iv Diffraction patterns of bright
PATIERN (1%) with dark and bright fringes. and dark fringes occur when light passes
through a single or double slit.
TABL2 6.8: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 8
65A
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 8
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6.2.9 Analysis of Question 9
See Appendix 8 for Question 9.
Figure 6.9.a (p. 68A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: A(49%), C(34%),
8(6%),0(7%), '_'(2%), 8C(1%), AC(1%), AO(1%).
Figure 6.9.b (p. 68A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
C(36%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(50%), 8(7%),
0(8%) and '-'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option C is correct. When light moves through a single slit, diffraction
occurs. Due to Huygens' principle, different wavelets interfere to form a
diffraction pattern of dark and bright fringes on the screen.
Options A, 8 and 0 are incorrect, because both interference and diffraction
occur.
Figure S.9.c (p. 68A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.9 (p. 68) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 9, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
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Figure 6.9.0 (p, 688) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
LIGHT BENDS When light moves through a slit, it bends 3.3.3.4.i Diffraction is the bending of
AROUND SLITS (43%) around the edges. The light =preads out, lignt around small openings.
3.3.3.4.ii Diffraction is the spreading
out of light passing small openings.
INTERFERENCE A pattern of alternating dark and bnght 3.3.3.1.iv Constructive interference is
PATTERN (18%) fringes forms on the screen. Constructive associated with the bright fringes of an
and destructive interference occur. interference pattern.
3.3.3.2.vi Destructive interference is
associated with the dark fringes.
NO INTERFERENCE Because there is only one light source, no 3.3.2.2.a Interference describes the
(17%) interference occurs. No interference phenomena that result from two or
pattern forms. more waves passing through the same
I
region aUhe same tirne.
DiFFR. A single slit diffraction pattern forms. 3.3.3.5.iv Diffraction patterns of bright
PA'TTEK,'. \ ~VJ and dark fringes occur when light
passes through a single or double slit.
ONE DIRECTION According to Young's expenment, the
LIGHT (4%) single slit is to ensure that light from one
direction falls on the double slit.
INTERFERENCE Diffraction is an interference effect. J.3.3.5.i Diffraction is an interference
EFFECT (3%) effect.
!JIFFRACTION THEN After diffraction, the light waves interfere 3.3.3.1.iv Constructive interference is
INTERF. (2%) constructively and destructively. associated with the bright fringes of an
interference pattern.
3.3.3.2.vi Destructive interference is
associated with the dark fringes.
3.3.3.5.vii In double slits both
interference and diffraction occur.
NO DIFFRACTION Diffraction can't occur. Ught propagates Research done by Guesne (1993) on
(2%) in a straight line through the slit and an rectilinear propagation of light does not
image of tile slit is formed on the screen. mention diffraction!
DESTRUCTIVE Destructive interference forms at the single
INTERF. (1%) slit.
WAVE NATURE (1%) Due to the wave nature of light.
HUYGENS' PRINCIPLE According to Huygens' principle. 3.3.3.4.iii Diffraction is explained by
(1%) Huygens' principle,
-
TABLE 6.9 : MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 9
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GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 9
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6.2.10 Analysis of Question 10
See Appendix B for Question 10.
Figure 6.10.a (p. 71A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in ciescending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: C(33%),
B(18%), BC(1S%), AD(8%), A(7%), AB(4%), CD(3%), ABD(3%), D(2%),
BCD(2%), '-'(2%),
Figure 6.10.b (p. 71A) indicates the distribution of inciividual option choices
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in bracken
C(S4%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(23%) and -,
'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. The 'grey' options
are 8(46%) and D(19%}.
Option C is correct, because there exists a phase difference between the
waves.
Option A is incorrect, because the waves are not in phase.
Option B is 'grey' because of different textbook interpretations (see 3.3.3.3)
Option D is 'grey' because of different textbook interpretations. The waves
are not (exactly) in phase (see 3.3.3.'1), although reintoroement cccurs in
some instances.
Figure 6.10.c (p. 71A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.10 (p. 71) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 10, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textoook presentation refers back to the
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paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appeare in brackets after the
motivatio. r category.
Figure 6.10.d (p, 71B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
PHASE RELATION The waves maintain a constant 3.3.3.3.i Coherent sources emit waves with a
(23%) phase relation. constant phase relatlonshlp between them.
ORIGIN DIFFERS The waves do not originate at the
(15%) same point or time.
CRESTS DON'T MEET They do not meet crest-to-crest or
(13%) trou gh-to-troug h.
NEITHER C. NOR D. Neither constructive nor destructive 3.3.3.1.i When waves meet in phase, they
INTERF. (8%) interference occurs. Not 100% exhibit constructive Interference.
constructive intet1erence occurs, 3.3.3.1.ii When waves are in phase, their
They do not cancel each other. interference is (fully) coostructive,
3.3.3.2.li When waves meet 180· out of
phase, destructive interference results.
3.3.3.2.x Waves partially cancel and
reinforce.
C. AND D INTERF. Constructive and destructive 3.3.3 2.v Destructive interference Is the partial
OCCUR (7%) interference take place. Astable or complete cancellation of waves out of
interference pattern forms. phase with one another.
IDENTICAL (6%) The waves have the same 3.3.3.1. v Constructive interference is
properties. They are nearly the illustrated with two overlapping waves with the
same. same properties.
REINFORCE (5%) The waves reinforce each other. 3.3.3.1.iii Constructive interference is
associated with reinforcement.
CRESTS AND They meet Or est-to-crest and
TROUGHS MEET (5%) trough-ta-trough.
NOT COHERENT (4%) They are not coherent. 3.3.3.3.11 Two sources are coherent if they
have the same frequency and phase.
NOT EXACTLY OUT They are not exactly out of phase or 3.3.3.1.i When waves meet in phase
OF PHASE (4%) in phase. They are 90· out of constructive Interference occurs.
phase. They are (Slightly) out of 3.3.3.2'; When waves meet out of phase
phase. They are (exactly) in phase. destructive Interference occurs.
SYNCHRONISED (4%) Coherent means synchronised. The
waves come after the other.
>~.-
• " STABLE INTERF. A stable interference pattern forms .
PATTERN (0,5%)
*·AMPLITUDE (0,5%) Resultant amplitude doesn't double.
L
TABLE 810: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 10
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 10
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6.2.11 Analysis of Question 11
See Appendix 8 for Question 11.
Figure 6.11.a (p. 73A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who "liu::.e the various combinations of options in brackets: 0(40%),
AC(26%), C(23%), AC(7%), '-'(4%).
Figure 6.11.b (p. 73A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentege of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
C(48%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. 8(0%), 0(40%)
and '-'(4%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. The
'grey' option is A(33%), indicated in yellow.
Option C is correct. One common feature of a wave is that it carries energy
from one region in space to another.
Options 8 and 0 are incorrect, because a wave definitely does not carry
matter.
Option A is 'grey' due to textbook presentations which describe a wave as a
propagating disturbance.
Figure 6.11.c (p. 73A) indicates the distrlbutlon of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.1'1 (p. 73) indicates the motivation
categories of Question t t, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
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Figure 6.11.d (p. 738) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
COMMENT: The analysis of this question revealed that this information does
not contribute to the research and is therefore left out in the discussion.
CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
DEFINITION OF A wave is a travelling disturbance 3.3.2.2 A wave is a travelling
WAVE (25%) that carries energy from place to disturbance that propagates and
place. The energy of a disturbance is carries energy with time from one
transferred by means of a wave. region in space to another.
LIGHT: ENERGY Light waves transfer energy. The
(16%) energy is carried by the electric and
magnetic fields of the wave.
WATER:MATIER Water waves transfer matter.
(9%)
SOUND: Sound waves transfer disturbances.
DISTURBANCE (7%)
FORMS OF Waves carry different forms of
ENERGY (7%) energy, e.g. light, sound, heat,
potential energy, matter.
-
WATER: Water waves transfer disturbances
DISTURBANCE (5%) e.g. stone dropped in dam.
E.M. WAVES: Electromagnetic waves e.g. light
DISTURBANCE (4%) transfer disturbances.
SOUND: ENERGY Sound waves transfer energy.
(3%)
E.M. WAVES; Electromagnetic waves transfer
MATTER (1%) matter,
SOUND: MATIER Sound w~ves transfer matter.
(1%)
WATER: I::NERGY Water waves transfer energy.
-_
(1%)
TABLE 6.11 : MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 11
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GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 11
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6.2.12 Analysis of Question 12
See Appendix B for Question 12.
Figure 6.12.a (p. 75A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students wl10chose the various combinations of options in brackets: A(57%),
C(14%), D(11%), 8(9%), AD(3%), AC(3%), '-'(2%), ACD(1%), BC(1%),
80(1%).
Figure S.12.b (p. 75A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is s!"own in brackets.
C(18%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. 8(10%), D(15%)
and '-'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red. Option
A(63%) is 'grey', indicated in yellow.
Option C is correct. Destructive interference occurs at both these paints,
because crests and troughs fall together.
Options 8 and D are incorrect, because both undergo destructive
interference and they are the same pathlengths from their sources.
Option A is 'grey', because the two points will experience the same loudness,
which is in theory zero!
Figure S.12.c (p. 75A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.12 (p. 75) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 12, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
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who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.12.d (p. 758) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDEflJTS PRESENTATIONS
DESTRUCTIVE Destructive interference occurs at 3.3.3.2.i They meet out of phase.
lNTERF. (27%) both, because they meet trough-
to-crest, out of phase, not in
phase, not exactly out of phase.
IN PHASE (17%) The points are in phase, because 3.3.3.1.i They are in phase and exhibit
crests and troughs meet, w;th the constructive interference.
same frequency and wavelength. 3.3.3.1.v They have the same
frequency and amplitude.
PATH LENGTH Their distances from the sources 3.3.3. I.vi A path length difference of an
(16%) are the same. integer number of wavelengths leads to
constructive lnterference.
CONSTRUCTIVE Constructive interference occurs at 3.3.3.1.vi A path length difference of an
INTERF. (15%) both due to nath length integer number of wavelengths leads to
differences,. or crests that meet. constructive interference.
NO INTERFERENCE No interference, neither
(10%) constructive nor destructive.
SAME SOURCE Both speakers are connected to
(7%) the same signal generator.
IDENTICAL Their amplitudes are the same. 3.3.3.1. v Waves have the same
AMPLITUDES (2%) frequency and amplitude.
INTERFERENCE Equal interference occurred.
OCCURS (2%)
SOUND Y > X (2%) The sound is louder at Y.
** INTENSITY Sound intensity is redistributed.
REDISTRIBUTES
(1%)
TABLE 6.12: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 12
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6.2.13 Anafysis of Question 13
See Appendix B for Question 13.
Figure 6.13.a (p. 77A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: 0(27%),
B(22%), C(20%) A(18%), '-'(7%), BO(4%), AB(1 %), ABCO(1 %), ABO('I '/0),
AC(1 %), p.'
Figure 6.13.b
The percentage C'.
0(32%) is tr:: obviously 1.. ..
.. ".,
distribution of individual option choices.
se that option is shown in brackets.
indicated in green. A(20%), B(27%),
C(21 %) and '-'(7%) are the obviousiy incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option 0 is correct. P is the second order bright fringe. Therefore the
pathlength difference is two times the wavelength.
Options A, Band C are incorrect, because the difference in path lengths at
the second order bright fringe is two wavelenqths.
Fiyure 6.13.c (p. 77A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.13 (p. 77) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 13, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is dlscussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
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6.2.13 Analysi~of Question 13
See Appendix B for Question 13.
Figure 6.13.a (p, 77A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: 0(27%),
B(22%), C(20%), A(18%), '~'(7%), 80(4%), AB(1%), ABCO(1%), ABO(1%),
AC(1%), AO(1%).
Figure 6.13.b (p. 77A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets,
0(32%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(20%), B(27%),
C(21 %) and '-'(7%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option D is correct. P is the second order bright fringe. Therefore the
pathfength difference is two times the wavelength.
Options A, Band C are incorrect, because the difference in pathlengths at
the second order bright fringe is two wavelengths.
Figure 6.13.c (p. 77A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.13 (p. T ) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 13, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed, The r,drcenta!-le of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in IJl'ackets after the
motivation category.
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Figure 6.13.d (p. 77B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
CATEGORIES OF I SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
INTEGER NUMBER Path length difference is an 3.3.3.1. vi A path length difference of an
(12%) integer amount of wavelengths. integer number of wavelengths leads to
Pathlength difference is one constructive interference.
wavelength.
SECOND ORDER This is a second order bright 3.3.3.1.vi A path length difference of an
(12%) fringe wit:1 m ::: 2. PY is 2 integer number of wavelengths leads to
wavelengths longer than PX. constructive interference.
PY = PX + Y (9%) PY is ~ wavelength longer than
PX.
-PY= 2PX (4%) PY is double PX.
PY = PX + Y/2 (4%) PY is half a wavelength longer
than PX.
OTHER ORDERS P is the third order bright fringe.
(3%)
SAME PHASE (3%) They are In the same phase.
The wavelength of PY is two
times out of phase to PX.
PY < PX (3%) PY Is shorter than PX.
WAVELENGTHS PY has double the wavelength
DIFFER (2%) ofPX
PY = 3/2 PX (2%) py is 1,5 times longer than PX.
PX = PY (2%) X and Yare very close together.
Their wavelengths are equal.
PX and PY are parallel and far
away from screen.
TABLE 6.13: MOTiVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 13
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6.2.14 Analysis of Question 14
See Appendix B for Question " ..
Figure 6.14.a (p. 79A,' " cates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: D(75%),
C(7%), B(5%), A(4%), AD(3%), '-'(2%), AC(2%), ACD(1%), AB(1%),
ABD(1%), CD(1%).
Figure 6.14.b (p. 79A) i~
The percentage of stuc'
-s the distribution of individual option choices.
,,/ho chose that option is shown in brackets.
D(81 %) ict the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A('11%), B(6%),
C(10%) and '_'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option D is correct. The two points are exactly one wavelength apart.
Options A, Band C are incorrect, because neither of those pairs of points are
exactly one wavelenqtn apart.
Figure 6.14.c (p. 79A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.14 (p. 79) indicates the motivation
categories of QUestion 14, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back tc the
oaraqraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.14.d indicchGS the distribution of categories of motivations for each
combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOT:VATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
SAME They are at the same position
ORIENTATION (place) of the wave. They are
(39%) the same distance from the
undisturbed position.
FULL They are exactly one
WAVELENGTH wavelength apart. They are
(29%) 360· out of phase.
CRESTS AND They will meet crest-to-crest and 3.3.3.3.iii A constant phase relation exists
TROUGHS (10%) trough-to-trough. They are both between two waves when the two sources
at tne positive (rising) side of the emit crests (or troughs) simultaneously.
wave.
CONSTRUCTIVE Constructive interference will
INTERF. (7%) result.
IDENTICAL (5%) The waves have the same
properties (amplitude, speed
and wavelength).
REINFORCE (2%) ney reinforce each other.
MAX.&MIN.
-
The one is a minimum and the
DISTURBANCE (2%) other is a maximum.
COHERENT (1%) They are coherent. 3.3.3.3.ii Two sources are coherent if they
have the same frequency and phase.
**OTHERS CANCEL The others cancel each other,
(O,5%) except points A and C.
**NOT None are in phase, because 3.3.3.3.vi Two waves are in phase if they
SIMULTANEOUS none meet at the same point at reach their maximum amplitudes at the
(0,5%) the same time. same time, are zero at the same time and
have their minimum amplitudes at the
same time.
TABLE 6.14: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 14
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 14
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6.2.15 Analysis of Question 15
See Appendix B for Question 15.
Figure 6.1S.a (p. 82A) indicates the dlstrlbution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: C(61 %.),
A(18%), AC(8%), '-'(3%), BC(3%), BD{2%), AB(1%), ACD(1%), BCD(1%),
0(1%), ABC(1%), ABCD(1%), CD(1%).
Figu.'e 6.1S.b (p. 82A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets. A
(29%) and C(75%) are the obviously correct choices, indicated in green. The
obviously incorrect option is no choice (3%). 8(7%) and 0(6%) are the 'grey'
options, indicated in y:allow.
Options A and C are correct. Light bends and spreads around obstacles, and
constructive and destructive interference follow. Diffraction is an interference
effect!
Options Band 0 are 'grey'. They should serve as distractors. The scattering
of dust particles and the irregular reflection from a not perfectly smooth
screen can both contribute to the blurred image, but these conceptions are
not applicable for fhls test or the research.
Figure 6.1S.c (p. 82A) indicates the distribution of the motivation cateqories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.15 (p. 82) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 15, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook present=tion refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
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who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.1 ~.d (p 828) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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6.2.16 Analysis of Question 16
See Appendix B for Question '16,
Figure 6.16.a (p. 84A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: 0(29%),
A(23%), C(17%), AC(15%), B(8%), '-'(4%), BC(3%),ABCD(1%), BCO(1%).
Figure 6.16.b (p. 84A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
0(30%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. A(38%), 8(12%),
C(36%) and '-'(4%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option 0 is correct. At point Y two crests meet and at point Z two troughs
meet. Therefore both represent constructive interference.
Options A, Band C are incorrect, because point X does not undergo
interference yet and points Y and Z undergo constructive interference.
Figure 6.16.c (p. 84A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.16 (p. 84) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 16, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.16.d (p. 848) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
CRESTS MEET FOR At Y 2 crests meet for constructive 3.3.3.1.iii When the resultant displacement is
C.1. (41%) interference, therefore greater than either of the individual waves,
reinforcement. constructive interference results.
TROUGHS MEET FOR At Z 2 troughs meet for constructive 3.3.3.1.iv Constructive interference is
C.1. (19%) Interfet .e. A light fringe will form. associated with the brig!'>tfringes of an
interference pattern.
WAVES IN PHASE The waves meet in phase. The 3.a.3.1.i Constructive interference results
(12%) sources are in phase, therefore when two waves meet in phase.
constructive interference. The
waves meet exactly one wavelength
out of phase.
TROUGHS MEET FOR Two troughs represent a dark 3.3.3.1.vii On the interference pattern of a
0.1.(8%) fringe. Two troughs cancel each ripple tank the dark spots represent
other. The troughs are in between constructive interference due to the troughs.
two crests, therefore destructive
interference.
Z CREST & TROUGH /,t Z a crest and trough meets for
FOR 0.1. (6%) destructive interference.
MAKE CONTACT FOR The point where 2 waves make
C.I.(5%) contact, constructive interference
takes place.
NO INTERF. AT Z No interference at Z, because the
(4%) waves don't make contact.
PATH LENGTH (4%) It depends on the distance I amount 3.3.3.1. vi For two sources vibrating in phase,
of wavelengths a path length dltferenr .! which is an integer
betweer>the slits and sources (1 number of wavelengths leads to constructive
wavelength, equal amount of interference.
wavelengths, an integer amount of
wavelengths difference).
OUT OF PHASE FOR The waves are out of phase. The
0.1. (1%) two crests are out of phase.
COHERENT SOURCES The two slits act as coherent
(1%) sources.
SMALLER AMP. FOR The resultant amplitude is smaller 3.3.3.2.lv Where two pulses diminish each
0.1.(1%) for destructive interference. other, destructive interference occurs.
DIFFR. AT TWO SLITS No Interference through a double 3.3.3.S.iii Diffraction patterns of bright and
(1%) slit, because a diffraction pattern dark fringes occur when light passes through
occurs. a double slit.
-TABLE 6.16: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESnON 16
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 16
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6.2.17 Analysis of Question 17
See Appendix B for Question 17.
Figure 6.17.a (86A) indicates the distribution of option combinations chosen
by students. They follow in descending order, wtth the percentage of students
who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: D(3~%),
BC(15%), A(10%), AD(10%), C(9%), '-'(6%), BC(6%), ABC(5%), ABCD(3%).
Figure S.17.b (p. 86A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets. The
obviously correct choices are A(28%), B(29%)1 C(32%) and 0(44%),
indicated in green. The obviously incorrect option is no choice (6%),
indicated in red.
Options A, B, C and D are correct.
Figure S.17.c (p. 86A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.17 (p. 86) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 17, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paraqrapn in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
Figure 6.17.d (86B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations for
each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
DOUBLE SLIT INTERF. At the double slit bright and dark 3.3.3.5.vi tnterference arises from
(27%) fringes appear. Interference occurs superposition of a finite number of waves
between two light waves. coming from dif~erent coherent sources.
Diffraction does not occur.
SINGLE SLIT Atthe single slit only diffraction 3.3.3.4.i Diffraction is the bending of light
DIFFRACT (20%) occurs, because light bends around around small openings.
the slit. 3.3.3.5';ii A diffraclion pattern of bright and
dark fringes occurs when :1:;1htpasses through
a single slit.
3.3.3.S.v The result of diffraction is a
diffraction pattern.
3.3.3.S.vi Interference arises from
superposition of a finite number of waves
coming from different coherent sources.
DIFFRACT THEN Light bends around each slit and 3.3.3.S.iv The result of diffraction is an
INTERF. (17%) spreads out, and waves and interference pattern.
wavelets will interfere constructively 3.3.3.5.viiiWhen diffraction occurs, light
and destructively. produces an interference pattern called a
diffraction pattern.
SINGLE SLIT INT':RF. At the single slit only interference
(8%) occurs which causes bright and
dark lines.
DOUBLE SLIT INTERF. At the double slit interference and 3.3.3.5.ii Light is diffracted at each slit and the
& DIFF. (7%) diffraction occurs. pattern describes both interference and
diffraction at the same time.
3.3.3.5.vii In double slits both interference and
diffraction occur.
DOUBLE SLIT At the double slit only diffraction 3.3.3.5.iii A diffraction pattern of bright and
DIFFRACT (3%) occurs. dark fringes occurs when light passes through
I , double slit.
WAVE NATURE (2%) Interference and diffracti,,"
Iproperties of light waves.
INTERFERENCE Diffraction is an interference effect. 3.3 3.5.i Diffraction is an interference effect.
EFFECT (2%)
•• COHERENT Coherent sources lead to bright and
SOURCES (1%) dark fringes.
TABLE 6.17: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES OF QUESTION 17
~(JA
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6.2.18 Analysis of Question 18
See Appendix B for Question 18.
Figure 6.18.a (p. 89A) indicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending order, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets:
ABO(28%), AO(18%), A(13%), B(12%), ABO(9%), 0(8%), BO(3%),
ABCO(2%), BC(2%), '-'(2%), C(1%), CD(1%), A.BCD(i%).
Figure 6.1B.b (p. 89A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
A(71%) and 0(60%) are the obviously correct :;I-.oices,indicated in green.
The obviously incorrect option is no choice (2%), indicated in red. 8(57%)
and C(7%) are the 'grey' options, indicated in yellow.
Options A and D are correct, because waves whlch meet in phase interfere
constructively, according to all the textbook presentations. Waves meeting
crest-to-crest also meet trough-to-trough and are therefore in phase.
Option B is 'grey' due to different textbook interpretations (see 3.3.3.1).
Option C is 'grey' because the waves are not (exactly) in phase., although
reinforcement does occur at some instances.
Figure 6.18.c (p. 89A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motIvate the question. Table 6.18 (p. 89) indicates the motivation
categories of Question 18, and how these categories relate to different
textbook presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage of students
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who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
mrtivation category.
Figure 6.18.d (p, 89B) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
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CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
TROUGHS ALSO When crests meet, troughs will also
I MEET (19%) meet.
IDENTICAL (9%) Wave properties are identical (amplitude 3.3.3.1.v Illustrated with two waves with
and wavelength). the same frequency and arnplltude.
AMPLITUDES DOi.JBLE When waves are in phase, reinforcement 3.3.3.1.iii Ccnstructive interference is
(8%) occurs. The amplitudes double, associated with reinforcement.
EXACTLY IN PHASE The waves are exactly in phase when 3.3.3.1.i When two waves meet in
(6%) they meet crest-to-crest, phase, constructive lnterference occurs.
SUPERPOSITION (4%) According to the principle of linear
,--
superposition, constructive interference
will occur when two waves meet in phase.
NOT IN PHASE 0.1. Waves not completely in phase will=r=2.v Destructive interference is the
(4%) some destructive interference. Waves partial or complete cancellation of
not in phase undergo destructive Wdves out of phase with one another.
interference. Destructive interference 3.3.3.3.v Two waves are out of phase
results when the waves are more than when their maximum, zero and
90· out of phase. minimum displacements are not at the
same place.
3.3.3.3.vii out of phase waves arrive a
half-cycle out of step at a point.
BOTH IN + OR- For constructive interference they have to 3.3.3.1.viii When the displacements of
CYCLE (3%) cross each other in the same direction or two waves are in the same direction or
both in the positive or both in the negative in the same part of their cycles,
cycle. constructive interference results.
COHERENT SOURCES For constructive interference sources 3.3.3.3.ii Sources are coherent if they
(2% have tc be coherent. have the same phase.
DON'T CANCEL C.1. When resultant is not zero, destruc- 3.3.3.2.vi Destructive interference is the
(1%) five interference does 110t occur. complete cancellation of waves.
PATH LENGTH (1%) The difference in path iength is an integer 3.3.3.1. vi For two waves vibrating in
number of wavelen~ths. phase, a path length difference of an
integer number of wavelengths leads to
constructive interference.
PARTIALLY IN PHASE If they are partially In phase, partial 3.3.3.1.ii When waves are in phase their
(1%) constructive interference occurs. Waves interference is fully constructive.
must be at least partially in phase for
constructive interference to occur.
TABLE 6.18: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES OF QUESTION 18
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF QUESTION 18
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6.2.19 Anali~j$ of Question 19
See Appendix B for Question 19.
Figure 6.19.a (p. 91A) : rdicates the distribution of option combinations
chosen by students. They follow in descending or fer, with the percentage of
students who chose the various combinations of options in brackets: A(40%),
C(35%), D(14%), AC(4%), B(3%), '-'(2%), AB(1%), ABC(1%), AD(1%),
BC(1%), CD(1%).
Figure 6.19.b (p. 91A) indicates the distribution of individual option choices.
The percentage of students who chose that option is shown in brackets.
A(46%) is the obviously correct choice, indicated in green. B(5%), C(40%),
D(15%) and '-'(2%) are the obviously incorrect choices, indicated in red.
Option A is correct. According to the principle of linear superposition their
displacements cancel out when they meet, reappear after they have passed
the crossing paint and continue their motion as nothing had happened.
Options B, C and D are incorrect, because they indicate a change in energy,
which is not in accordance with the law of conservation of energy.
Figure 6.19.c (p. 91A) indicates the distribution of the motivation categories
used to motivate the question. Table 6.19 (p, 91) indicates the motivation
categories of QUestion 19, and how these categories relate to different
textbor ' , presentations. Each textbook presentation refers back to the
paragraph in this report where it is discussed. The percentage' of students
who used each category to motivate an answer appears in brackets after the
motivation category.
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Figure 6.19.d (p. 918) indicates the distribution of categories of motivations
for each combination of options.
'CATEGORIES OF SUMMARY OF MOTIVATIONS CORRESPONDING TEXTBOOK
MOTIVATIONS GIVEN BY STUDENTS PRESENTATIONS
CANCEL: OUT OF The two pulses meet out of 3.3.3.2.i & vi When two waves meet
PHASE (39%) phase and cancel each other out of phase, destructive interference
out. results, Which is the complete
cancellation of waves.
CANCEL The pulses momentarily canc='
MOMENTARILY (37%)
CONFORM TO The pulses conform to their 3.3.2.2.b If two pulses move along a
ORIGINAL (37%) original shapes and directions. rope from opposite ends, the waves
will meet, pass through each other,
and continue as before.
SUPERPOSITION (5%) According to the principle of 3.3.2.2.b When two waves are present
linear superposition. simultaneously at the same place, the
resultant displacement is the sum of
the instantaneous displacements.
ENERGY LOST (5%) The pulses loose some energy-:- .
The energy cancels out. The
enelYY is displaced.
ENERGY According to the principle of
CONSERVATION (2%) conservation of energy.
ONE WAVE FORMS The two pulses form one wave
(2%) moving in the same direction.
PHASE CHANGE (2%) The pulses undergo a phase
change.
ROPE NOT AS TIGHT The rope won't be as tight as
(1%) before.
CANCEL PARTLY (1%) The pulses become weaker.
They cancel out partly.
**FREQUENCIES The resulting frequencies
DECREASE decrease.
TABLE 6.19: MOTIVATION CATEGORIES FOR QUESTION 19
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6.3 Validity and Reliability and Llmhatlons
The study has limitations that jeopardise the validity and reliability of the study.
These limitations are summarised as follows:
The study is limited to students of Techni'.on Pretoria. The prescribed textbook
for all students in this research is Cutnell & Johnson: Physics. It is obvious that
most of the students used their prescribed textbook to complete the open book
test.
The researcher has done every thing possible to diminish the effects of these
limitations, and to improve the vatidlty and reliability of the study in other ways.
The following aspects improve the validity and reliability:
" Prior to the pilot study, feedback from five lecturers, including one schoolteacher,
were used to validate the pilot. They had to comment on clarity of wording,
purity and accuracy of content, usefulness of questions, overlapping of questions
and length.
• The edited pilot test was conducted to test the validlty and reliability of the
research instrument, in particular:
(i) Do the questions ask what the researcher wants to establish?
(ii) Are the questions consistent in what they ask?
The edited pilot test was administered to 27 Physics students from two different
groups (see 5.1.2). Problems on interpretation of questions were sorted out to
improve the validity and reliability of the test of the main study.
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• The final test for the main study was administered to 191 Physics students from
three different groups of students. Two of the three grouJ1swere students from
other lecturers, which contributes making the results less biased due to the
influence of the researcher. All three groups wrote the test under supervision of
the researcher to maintain similar test conditions.
• The motivations, which are open-ended questions, contribute to the validity and
reliability of each question, because misinterpretations can be picked up and
remarks give more information on alternative conceptions.
• The size of the sample group is large for a qualitative analysis and students
come from a variety of different backgrounds. These factors contribute to the
validity and reliability of the project and its results.
• The grouping of the19 questions into five areas, where the questions of an area
test the same concept, improves the validity.
• Students were encouraged to use other textbooks than their prescribed textbook
for the open book test. The library has plenty of other sources.
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7 DISCUSSION
From the analysis of each question in the previous section, each area is now
discussed.
7.1 AREA 1:Constructive Interference
This area involves the following questions: 1, 4, 5, 12, 13, 16, 18
The average student agrees that waves which are (exactly) in phase or
waves which meet crest-to-crest and trough-to-trough (because they are
(exactly) in phase) interfere constructively. Bright fringes on a screen
represent constructive interference.
From the motivations given by students for aach of the above-mentioned
questions, a
intetierer
.. ,., of different alternative conceptions for constructive
..~a,.edin Table 7.1 (p. 95). Motivations related to textbook
prer oJ are ind'cated as well.
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CORRESPONDING I
STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE TEXTBOOK
INTERFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
When waves meet in phase or exactly ir' phase or crest-to-crest or 3.3.3.1.i,viii
trough-to-trough or partially in phase or 90% in phase or slightly out
of phase or exactly one wavelength out of phase, or both in the
positive or both in the negative cycle, constructive interference
occurs.
When the waves have identical properties (e.g. wavelength, 3.3.3.1.v
amplitude and speed), constructive interference occurs. When the
wave properties differ, constructive interference does not occur.
reinforced amplitude has 3.3.3.1.iii
--
'When the resultant wave is or the
doubled, constructive interference occurs.
Two troughs represent a dark fringe and cause constructive 3.3.3.1.vii
interference or destructive interference, because a dark fringe has
1'10 energy.
COMMENT: This is applicable with the ripple tank experiment with
water waves! Only one tertiary level textbook mentions this ripple
tank experiment (Sears, 1991:894).
When waves are partially in phase or not in phase, partial 3.3.3.1.ii
constructive interference occurs.
A path length difference of an integral amount of wavelengths or an 3.3.3.1.vi
equal amount of wavelengths or one wavelength, leads to
constructive interference. When their distances from the sources are
the same, constructive interference resultc,
COMMENT: This last motivation is totally a wrong interpretation of
this condition for constructive interference.
TABLE 7.1 STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE
INTERFERENCE
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The following Issues are ignored or inconsistently treated or left unresolved
by textbooks and so contribute to alternative conceptions about constructive
interference:
.. Do waves which are not exactly in phase, but reinforcement still results,
experience constructive interference?
• Can waVf;!Swhich are not identical, e.g. waves with different frequencies
and ampliludes, experience constructive interference?
• On an interference pattern with alternating dark and bright fringes, there is
a gradation of a fringe from bright to dark. Constructive interference is
represented by the bright fringes. Does this include only the centre spot
of the bright fringe where the fringe is at the brightest?
• How can two troughs represent a dark fringe?
• Is partial constructive interference a valid concept for waves which are
partially in phase?
students DO have alternative conceptkms about constructive
interference!
The alternative conceptions about constructive interference relate to the
presentations in textbooks I
7.2 AREA 2: Destructive Interference
This area involves the following questions: 2, 7, 12, 16, 1S
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The average student agrees that identical waves which are 1800 out of phase
or identical waves which meet crest-to-trough (because they are 1800 out of
phase) interfere destructively, because complete cancellation occurs.
From the motivations given by students for each of the above-mentioned
questions, a summary of different alternative conceptions for destructive
interference is indicated in Table 7.2 (p. 98). Motivations related to textbook
presentations are indicated as well.
The following issues are ignored or inconsistently treated or left unresolved
by textbooks and so contribute to alternative conceptions about destructive
interference:
6> Do waves which are not 1800 out of phase, but cancellation results,
because the amplitudes differ, experience destructive interference?
I" Does destructive interference occur when waves partially cancel each
other, because a smaller amplitude results?
.. Is partial destructive interference a valid concept for waves which are
partially out of phase?
• On an interference pattern with alternating dark and bright fringes, there is
a gradation of a fringe from bright to dark. Destructive interference is
represented by the dark fringes. Does this include only the centre spot of
the dark fringe where the fringe is at the darkest?
• How can a dark fringe represents two troughs?
Students DO have alternative conceptions about destructive
interference!
The alternative conceptions a~out destructive interference relate to the
presentations in textbooksl
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I CORRESPONDING
STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR DESTRUCTIVE TEXTBOOK
INTERFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
When waves meet out of phase or exactly out of phase or 1800 out 3.3.3.2.i,ii,iii
of phase or crest-ta-trough or not in phase or not exactly out of
phase or more than 900 out of phase, destructive interference
occurs.
When waves cancel each other out completely, destructive 3.3.3.2.vi
interference results.
The resultant wave has a smaller amplitude. 3.3.3.2.iv
Waves can only undergo destructive interference when their 3.3.3.2.ii,vi
amplitudes are the same.
A path length difference between the waves of an odd number of 3.J.3.2.viii
wavelengths, leads to destructive interference. The wavelengths
differ not with an integer number.
COMMENT: This motivation is used very seldom correctly and often
in a context where it is not applicable.
When waves are not exactly out of phase or not completely in 3.3.3.2.vii
phase, partial destructive interference occurs.
Two troughs represent a dark fringe, because they cancel each 3.3.3.2.ix
.-
other. The troughs are in between two crests, therefore destructive
interference occurs. There is no light energy at the dark spots.
In the dark fringes where destructive interference occurs, all the
light energy is converted to other forms or redistributed to the bright
fringes, but other forms of energy exist in the dark fringes.
TABLE 7.2 STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR DESTRUCTIVE
INTERFERENCE
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7.3 AR.EA3: Dlffractlon
This area involves the following questions: 6, 8, 9, 15, 17
The average student agrees that light bends around the edges of an
obstacle or a small opening, which results in a diffraction pattern with dark
and bright fringes.
From the motivations given by students for each of the above-mentioned
questions, a summary of different alternative conceptions for dil"fraction is
indicateci in Table 7.3 (p. 100). Motivations related to textbook presentations
are indicated as well.
The following issues are ignored or inconsistently treated or IAft unresolv~)d
by textbooks and so contribute to alternative conceptions.
\'} Does light diffract around a wide opening like an open door?
• Is Huygens' principle only applicable when waves reach obstacles or
openings?
• Can a diffraction pattern form without interference?
.., What role does diffraction play in the formation of the interference pattern
of Young's double slit experiment?
• Is interference a diffraction effect or is diffraction an interference effect?
• Does diffraction disobey the rectilinear propagation of light?
students DO have alternative conceptions about dlffractionl
The alterna.lve conceptions about diffraction relate to the
presentations in textbooksl
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CORRESPONDING
STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR DIFFRACTION TEXTBOOK
PRESENTATIONS
According to Huygens' principle all waves diffract. 3.3.3.4.iii
COMMENT: This principle is never explained by students.
The researcher is of the opinion that students do not
understand this principle.
Light does not diffract around an open door, because 3.3.3.4.i,ii
diffraction occurs around small openings.
Diffraction is an interference effect. 3.3.3.5.i
COMMENT: This statement is never explained by students.
The researcher is of the opinion that students do not
understand this statement.
When light passes through a double (or single) slit, a 3.3.3.5.iii
diffraction pattern results.
When light passes through a sint::!leslit, an interference 3.3.3.5. viii
patter" of bright and dark fringe!.>results.
COMMENT: This is called a diffraction pattern!
Light can not bend around an opening or obstacle, Guesne, 1993
because light propagates in a straight line.
TABLE 7.3 STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR
DIFFRACTION
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7.4 AREA 4: Superposition and Interference
This area involves the following questions: 8, 9, 10, 15, 17
From the motivations given by students for each of the above-mentioned
questions, a summary of different alternative conceptions for superposition
and interference is indicated in Table 7.4 (p. 102). Motivations related to
textbook presentations are indicated as well.
The following issues are ignored or inconsistently treated or left unresolved
by textbooks and so contribute to alternative conceptions.
s Is destructive interference due to superposition?
• Is interference possible from a single light source?
• Does interference occur at a point where neither constructive nor
destructive interference occurs at that point?
• Can wave sources which are out of phase but coherent, present points
where the waves arrive in phase, and therefore constructive interference
results at these points?
o How do the interpretations of interference patterns produced by water
waves in a shallow ripple tank and interference patterns produced bv light
in Young's double slit experiment differ?
Students DO have alternative conceptions about superposition and
interferencel
The alternative conceptions about superposition and interference relate
to the presentations in textbooks I
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CORRESPONDING
STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR SUPERPOSITION TEXTBOOK
AND INTERFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
According to the superposition principle, which is the addition of 3.3.2.2.b
instantaneous displacements, constructive interference occurs.
COMMENT: In this research superposition is never associated with
destructive interferencel
Constructive and dl'1structiveinterference result from coherent
sources.
Only interference and not diffraction occurs at a double slit,
because an interference pattern results.
Only diffraction and not interference occurs at a single slit, because 3.3.2.2.a
there is only one light source and a diffraction pattern results. 3.3.3.S.v
When waves are not in phase, neither constructive nor destructive 3.3.3.1.i
interference results. Therefore interference does not take place. 3.3.3.2.ii
When waves are coherent and not in phase, a stable interference
pattern forms, which consists out of bright and dark fringes.
Constructive and destructive interference therefore occurs when
waves are not in phase.
Interference occurs when either constructive or destructive
interference occurs.
Interference patterns are interpreted as follows:
• Interference occurs where waves make contact.
0 Where crests are drawn, the troughs are recognised as no
interference or destructive interference.
• Where crests are presented on an interference pattern,
constructive interference occurs at any point on the crest.
COMMENT: The interpretation of interference patterns are done very
poorly.
TABLE 7.4 STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR SUPERPOSITION
AND INTERFERENCE
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7.5 AREA 5: Coherency and Phase Relation
This area involves the following questions: 3, 5,10,14
The average student agrees that coherent waves maintain a constant phase
relation and that the following have the same meaning:
i. waves meeting exactly in phase and waves meeting crest-to-crest and
waves meeting trough-to-trough;
ii. waves meeting 1800 out of phase, waves meeting exactly out of phase and
waves meeting crest-to-trough.
From the motivations given by students for each of the above-mentioned
questions, a summary of different alternative conceptions for coherency and
phase relations is indicated in Table 7.5 (p. 104). Motivations related to
textbook presentations are indicated as well.
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CORRESPONDING
STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR COHERENCY TEXTBOOK
Ar.JDPHASE RELATION PRESENTATIONS
Coherent sources cause constructive and destructive
interference to occur at a point.
Waves which are not coherent are not in phase; they 3.3.3.2.i,v
are out of phase; their phases differ; they are not 3.3.3.3.v,vi
exactly out of phase. Partial or complete cancellation of
waves result. Therefore they undergo destructive
interference.
Coherent waves have the same properties (e.g. 3.3.3.3.ii
frequency, wavelenqth, speed, phase).
When waves are not coherent, one wave is a positive 3.3.3.3.iii
and the other a negative.
When two crests (or two troughs) meet always at a 3.3.3.3.i,iii
point, a constant phase relation exists.
When the phases differ, the waves are not coherent.
Waves are in phase when they are the same distance
from the undisturbed position.
Waves are in phase when they are both at the positive 3.3.3.1. viii
(or negative) side.
Waves are in phase when they meet at the same point 3.3.3.3.vi
at the same time.
-
TABLE 7.5 STUDENTS' ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTIONS FOR COHERENCY
AND PHASE RELATION
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The following issues are !9nored or inconsistently treated or left unresolved
by textbooks and so contrioute to alternative conceptions.
• Are coherent sources always in phase?
• Are sources which are in phase always l..?herent?
• Does a constant phase relation imply that waves have to have the same
phase?
• Is a constant phase relation a prerequisite for a constant interference
pattern to occur at a point and not for interference to take place?
• Does in phase mean exactly in phase?
• Does out of phase mean 1800 out of phase?
o Are waves in phase when they meet both in the same cycle (positive or
n<:" ?
• Are waves with different amplitudes in phase when they meet at the same
point at the same time?
Students DO have alternative conceptions about coherency and phase
relations!
The alternative conceptions about coherency and phase relations relate
to the presentations in textbooks I
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8 -ONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The following issues are summarised to be the main issues to be ignored or
inconsistently treated or left unresolved by textbooks and so contribute to
alternative conceptions.
• tthe meaning of in phase and out of phas~
Constructive and destructive interference and related aspects like coherency are
explained and defined in terms of the phases. The different terms (e.g. exactly in
or out of phase, partially in or out of phase, 1800 Gut of phase, more than or less
than 900 out of phase, not in phase) used by students and textbooks show the
need for clarifying these terms.
• ~ dfinition of interferenc~
Interference is the result of superimposing two or more waves on the same
medium. Students can not understand how interference can result from a single
source, where light comes throuqh • narrow slit.
e lQefinition of diffractionl
Diffraction is the bending of light around obstacles or small openings. This leads
to the conception that light does not diffract through a wide opening like an open
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door. Therefore Huygens' principle is not understood as a continuous action that
occurs at all wave fronts.
• [he interdependence of interference and diffractionl
This issue is under- emphasised.
• IRipple tank intarference patteITlSj
The difference in the interpretation of the dark fringes produced by water waves
in a shallow ripple tank and the dark fringes produced by Young's double slit
experiment should be addressed. During secondary education where children
meet interference patterns for the first time, the illustration of the ripple tank is
used. There the dark frinv'3s represent the troughs which is constructive
interfers.n d. Students in the tertiary phase should be warned that interference
patterns for light differ.
The conclusion of this research is that:
i. Students DO have alternative conceptions about Interference
and diffraction of light!
ii. The alternative conceptions about interference and diffractiml of
light relate to the presentations in textbooks!
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The researcher is of the opinion that the concepts of interference and
diffraction are more complex and deserve more care and attention in order to
understand phenomena like the diffraction grating better,
The researcher hopes that the findings of this research are brought to the
urgent attention of teachers, lecturers and authors to tighten up their
terminology and explanations and also to alert them again to the presence of
alternative conceptions in all aspects of science education.
It is the hope of the researcher that this study will be used as an introduction
to further research on alternative conceptions on interference and diffraction
of light.
This research project has focused mainly on the alternative conceptions
linked to inadequacies in textbooks. Evidence was found of other alternative
conceptions, as mentioned in Tables 6.1-6.19, but not commented on further.
This research focused on a question by question analysis without checl<ing
on interns. consistencies within individual students' responses.
Furfler research is indeed needed in this field of Physical Opticsl
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10 APPENDICES
APPENDIX A : PHYSICAL OPTICS TEST; PILOT STUDY
APPENDIX B : PHYSICAL OPTICS TEST: MAIN STUDY
APPENDIX C: QUANTITATIVE RESULTS: MAIN STUDY
APPENDIX 0 :ANALYSED TEST RESPONSES: MAIN STUDY
APPENDIX A
PHYSICAL OPTICS TEST
PILOT STUDY
2TEST: PHYSICAL OPTICS QUESTlON2
Choose the appropriate statement(s} for each question, and indicate your choice(s} by means
of a circle around the characters (A, B, C D and E). More titan one choice is possible in
The following pulses or waves have the same wavelengths. Which pairs interfere
destructively, when they exist at the same place at the same time?
some answers.
Give a brief motivation (reason) in the space provided, for your choice.
A b-+F-
B. b-+b-
c P-+~
D. Fb-+t%
E. Fb-+tp-
Three marks wili be allocated for choices, and two marks for the motivation:
QUESTlONl
The following pulses or waves have the same wavelengths. Which pairs interfere
constructively, when they exist at the same place at the same time?
Motivate your answer; _
A. P--+F-
B. P-+b-
c. b-+b-
D. Fb-+tctr
E. Ft;-+tp-
QUESTION 3
Which one of the following is the best proof for the wave nature ofIight?
A. reflection
B. interference
C. photoelectric effect
D. refraction
E. spectrum of white light
Motivate your answcr: _
3Motivate your answer: _ QUESTION 5
4
The drawing displays graphical representations of the displac-ment of two waves with
different frequencies, against time (diagrams ! & 2), as well as .;.' displacement that results
when the two overlap (diagram 3), according to the principle of linear superposition. Of the
indicated points A, B, C and D, constructive interference occurs at the following points:
QUESTION 4
Monochromatic light that falls on a double slit produces bright and dark fringes on a screen
(see the photograph). Choose the correct starernentfs) about the interference pattern formed
on the screen.
Diagram! :
7.crolhrri"~
Diagram2:
~y~@{tIIIlI11J~l"~ Diagram 3:
A The hright fringes represent consu ~ctive interference and the dark fringes represent
destructive interference.
The bright and dark fringes both represent destructive interference.
The bright and dark fringes both represent constructive interference.
Light waves don't give an observable interference pattern.
A.
B
C.
D.
E.
Only A
AandB
A,B and D
OnlyB
BandC
B
C.
D.
E. Destructive interference is not observable.
n
Motivate your answer: _
Motivate your answer: _
5QUESTION 6
When two waves with amplitudes A and 2A always meet trough-to-trough, they
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
are in phase
always interfere constructively
always interfere destructively
are coherent
interfere sometimes constructively and sometimes destructively
>"otivate your answer; _
QUESTION?
~e can hear around an open door, but one can'! see around an open door. The reason is
given by the following explanation:
A
B
Sound waves diffract, but light travels in a straight line through an opening.
Due to the short wavelength of light compared to the opening, the diffraction is
not observable, although it is present ..
Light waves do not diffract.
Sound waves fill the whole space.
Under all conditions light waves travel in straight lines.
C.
G.
E.
Motivate your answer:. _
6
QUESTIONS
In the dark fringes of an interference pattern where destructive interference occurs:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
all the energy is redistributed to other regions.
t1.e same amount of energy is present as in the bright fringes.
the law of conservation of energy is not valid.
the energy is converted to another fonn of energy.
some of the energy is converted to otherforrns of energy and some energy is
redistributed to other regions.
Motivate your answer:. _
, I
QUESTION 9
When light moves through two slits, the following occur:
A.
B.
C.
D.
Only diffraction.
Only interference,
Both interference and diffraction
Neither interference nor diffraction
Motivate your answer.
7 8
QUESTION 10 QUESTION 12
When light moves through a single slit, the following occur: The general condition for light wives to be coherent, is that:
A.
B.
C.
D.
Only diffraction.
Only interference.
Both inter+renee and diffraction.
Neither interference nor diffraction.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
the waves are in phase
the waves maintain a constant phase relation
the amplitudes of the waves arc the same
the frequencies of'the waves are the same
the light is monochr
Motivate your cn~wer: _
Motivate yoU!
QUESTION 11
Ql'
Waves transfer
Wh. ..•:S suit tho tv. J waves represented in the following displacement-time graph?
A. disturbances
B. oscillating motion.
C. matter.
D. energy.
E. any or these mentioned above, depending on the type of wave.
Motivate your answer: _
A. They are in phase.
B. They are coherent.
C. They are not in phase.
D. They undergo constructive interfere. Ice.
E. They have different frequencies
9
10
Motivate your answer:. _
QUESTION 15
The figure shows a profile of a trans.erse wave, Which 1',,0 points are in pha"?
-
QUESTIO:-l14
B
JC"\c En~n
I 0 GU~
DTwo lousdpeakers are connected to the same signal generator. The crests of the sound 'waves
coming !rern the loudspeakers are shown in the figure. How does the loudness of the sound at
X compare with ihe loudness at Y?
A A~C
& B~D
C E~F
n E~H
E G~H
- ,
Motivate your answer;
A same and steady
B. same but varying
C greater at X and steady
D. greater at Y and steady
E no sound at an at X 0; Y
F nearly no sound
\
~ QUESTION 16
Which of'the following sources are NOT in phase?
A Two identical laser sources.
B. Two ~llitators driven by the same vibrating mechanism in a ripple tank
C Two !oudspeakeC" driven by the same amplifier.
Motivate your answer:
D. Two small appertnres in an opaque screen. illuminated by one monoc'iromatic light
source,
E. Two identical incandescent light bulbs.
tJ
12
vfotivate your answer· _ Motivate your answer: _
QUESTION 17
QUESTIO;-!19
Two light beams which are not coherent cannot
A
B.
C.
D.
E.
interfere
produce a stable interference pattern
be refracted
be diffracted
have the same speed
In a Young's interference experiment, an interference pattern of light and dark fringes is
formed on a screen, as shown in we figure, by light of wavelength y coming from two narrow
slits X and Y What is the difference between the pcth lengths PX and PY?
P; bright
~ dark
4 bright
o darkXl
Motivate your answer:: _
source
"'"
j__ bright
y!
A. y/2
B. y
c. 3y12
D. 2y
E. 5y/2
QUESTION 18
Ira razer blade is illuminated with a parallel beam of'Iight and the image of'the blade projected
on to a white screen, thea the image is not sharp but slightly blurred. This is maily due to
Motivate your answer: _
A. interference of the light
B dust particles in the air
C. diffraction of light by LI}eedge. of the blade
D. the fact that the screen is not perfectly smooth
E. vibrations in the earth's crust causing the blade to vibrate
13 14
QUESTION 20 QUESTION2!
A blackened photographic plate has straight cuts made through "5 emulsion. P is a single slit
and Q is a pair of slits 0,25 mm apart. The plate is held close to the eye with the slits vertical
and is used to view a narrow vertical source of white light several meters away in a dark room,
looking in tum through P and Q. Which of the following statements about the patterns seen
through P and Q is false?
Monochromatic Iigh; that falls in on a double slit produces bright and dark fringes on a screen
(see diagram), Choose the correct statement(s) about the indicated points on the diagram.
P Q
[[]]
A. Each pattern shows alternate light and dark lines.
B. P is due to the diffraction of light.
C. Q is due to the interference offight,
D Each has a central bright band which is brighter than the other bright bands.
E. Interference am! diffraction 'llay a role at both P and Q.
A. Only B represents constructive interference
Motivate your answer: B.
C.
D.
A and B represent constructive interfemece
A, Band C represent constructive interference
C represents destructive interference
E. Band C represenl constructive interference
Motivate your answer: _
TOTAL: 105
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2TEST: PHYSICAL OPTICS QUESTION 2
Choose the appropriate staternentts) for each question, and indicate your choice(s) by means
of a circle around the characters (A, B, C, D ) More than nne choice is possible in
The following pulses or waves have the same wavelengths. Which pairs interfere
destructively, when they exist at the same place at the same time?
QUESTION I
A b-+F-
B. t;+b-
c. Pv~~
D. Pv +tf-
some answers ..
Give a brief motivation (reason) in the space provided, for your choice.
Five marks will be allocated 10 each question: three marks for choicets), and two marks for
the motivation.
Motivate your answer:
The following pulses or waves have the same wavelengths. Which pcir(s) interfere
constructively, when they exist at the same place at the same time?
. ,
c
cr-
Ct;-
CU
'r\ I
L...L- + n.___
I
i
+ rr:
+ICb
+tf-
A
B. QUESTION 3
Two light beams which are not coherent cannot:
D A. interfere.
B. produce a stable interference pattern.
C. be diffracted.
Motivate your answer: D. have the same speed.
Motivate your answer. _
The drawing displays graphical representations of the displacement of two waves with
different frequencies, against time (diagrams J & 2), as well as the displacement that results
when the two ove·tar (diagram 3), according to the principle of linear superposition. Concern
the points indicated as W, X, Y and Z. Constructive interference occurs at the following
points'
QUESTlON4
Diagraml.
Diagr- 2:
Diagram 3:
A. OnlyW
B. WandX
C W.XandZ
0 Only X
3 4
QUESTION 5
When two waves with amplitudes A and 2A always meet trough-to-trough, they:
A.
B.
C.
are in phase.
always interfere censtructively.
are coherent.
D. interfere sometimes constructively and sometimes destructively.
WMMWW
~
I~:l :,,
. .
, ., '
Motivate your answer: __ --
QUESTlON6
One can hear around an open door, but one can't see around an open door. The reason is
given by the following explanation:
A. Sound waves diffract, but light travels in a straight line through an opening.
B. Due to the short wavelength oflight compared to the opening, the diffraction is
not observable although it is present.
Motivate your answer: _ c. Sound waves fill the whole space.
D. Under all conditions light waves travel in straight lines.
Motivate yeur answer; _
QllESTION7
In the dark fringes of an interference pattern of light waves, where destructive interference
occurs:
A
B.
all the ecergy is redistributed to other regions.
the same amount of ,,"ergy is present as in the bright fringes.
the energy is convened to another form of energy.c
D. some of the energy is convened to other r.'rms of energy and some energy is
redistributed to other regions
Motivate your answer
QUESTIONS
When light moves through two slits, the following occur:
A Only d. action.
B.
C.
D
Only interference
Both interference and diffraction.
Neither interference nor diffraction.
Motivate your answer:
6
QUESTION 9
When light moves through ~ single slit, the following occur: .
A Only diffraction.
B.
C.
D.
Only interference.
Both interference and diffraction.
Neither interference nor diffraction.
Motivate your answer:_,~ _
QUESTION 10
What pro.,'rti suit the two waves represented in the f('11 : Igdisplacement-time graph?
.~
A
B.
C.
D.
They are in phase.
Tbey are coherent.
They are not in pnase.
They undergo constructive interference.
Motivate your answer: _
7QUE~TION II Motivate your answer: _
Waves transfer:
A. disturbances.
B. matter.
c. energy. QUESTJON 13
D. any of these mentioned above, depending on the type of wave.
Motivate your answer: - _
In a Young's interference experiment, an interference pattern of light and dark fringes is
formed on a screen, as shown in the figure, by light of wavelength y coming from two narrow
slits X and Y. What is the difference between the path lengths PX and PY?
QUESTION 12 X
p* bright
dark
bright
dark
brightsource *'
Two lousdpeakers are connected to the same signal generator. The crests of the sound waves
coming from the loudspeakers are shown in the figure. How does the loudness of the sound at
X compare with the loudness at Y?
y
A. y/2
B. Y
C. 3y/2
D. 2y
Motivate your answer.
A Same loudness
B. Varying loudness.
e. No sound at all at X or Y.
D A soft sound at X and Y
9 10
QUESTION 14 Motivate your answer: _
The figure shows a profile of a transverse wave. Which two points are in phase with each
other"
.~f\P
D
QUESTiON 16
Monochromatic light passes through two slits, The diagram shows the crests of the waves at
a certain time. Choose the correct statemenus) about the indicated points on the diagram,
A A~C
a B~D
c E~F
n E~G
Motivate your answer: _
Ql'ESTION 15
If a razor blade is illuminated with a parallel beam of light and the image of the blade projected
on to a white screen. then the image is not sharp but slightly blurred. This is mainly due to:
A interference of'the light.
B. dust particles in tl-e air.
A.
B.
C.
D.
Only Y represents constructive interference.
X and Y represent constructive interfcrnece.
Z represents destructive interference.
Y and Z represent constructive interference
c diffraction oflight by the edges of the blade. Motivate your answer: _
D the fact that the screen is not perfectly smooth.
11 12
Motivate your answer: ,QUESTION 17
A blackened photographic plate has straight cuts made through its emulsion, P is a single slit
and Q is a pair of slits 0,25 rum apart. The plate is held close to the eye with the slits vertical
and is used to view a narrow vertical source of white light several meters away in a dark room,
looking in turn through P and Q. Which of the following statements about the patterns seen
through P and Q is true? QUESTION 19
[JJ Two single pulses move in opposite directions along a rope, as indicated in the diagram.
p Q
A. Each pattern shows alternate light and dark lines.
B. P is a diffraction pattern.
Arter they have passed one another, the following pattern will be observable:
- I
C. Q IS an Interference pattern,
D, Interference and diffraction playa role at both P and Q.
A.
Motivate your answer: _
B.
C.
D.
QUESTION 18
Which of the following are criteria for constructive interference of two waves?
~ ~
~
~
r---------i
Motivate your answer:
A. The waves are in phase
B The waves reinforce each other.
C. The phase difference between the two waves is less than 90'.
D The waves meet crest-to-crest TOTAL. 95
APPENDIX C
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
MAIN STUDY
-
MARKS ALLOCATED TO STUDENTS FOR THE PHYSICAL OPTICS TEST
dent Mark. as 0/0 Student Mark as 0/0 student Mark as 0/0 student Mark as %
1 46 49 29 97 47 145 74
2 49 50 49 98 49 146 74
3 51 --.51 61 99 54- 147 70
4 46 52 59 100 35 148 86
5 41 53 42 101 72 149 66
6 47 54 58 102 58 150 68
7 46 55 66 103 70 151 86
8 11 56 59 104 70 152 70
9 55 57 55 105 86 153 67
0 67 58 64 106 59 154 62
1 54 59 57 107 74 155 68
2 76 60 70 108 57 156 67
3 57 61 55 1Of' 89 157 72
4 54 62 55 11 67 158 70
5 61 63 42 111 50 159 ~ -6 51 64 51 112 84 160 r-
7 41 65 66 113 67 161 ~~-
8 47 66 57 114 63 162 78
9 42 67 50 115 82 163 63
0 61 68 59 116 63 164 72
1 57 69 50 117 78 165 68
2 64 70 41 118 80 166 50
3 68 71 50 119 71 167 53
4 61 72 55 120 74 168 70
5 54 73 55 121 58 169 61
6 57 74 54 122 79 170 74
7 70 75 70 123 80 171 51
8 50 76 66 124 83 ~
66--
9 45 77 42 ~ 79 173 660 53 78 53 126 68 174 6~
1 54 79 41 127 71 175 62
2 78 80 45 128 89 176 75
3 64 81 67 129 68 177 67
4 49 82 55 130 84 178 76
5 62 83 26 131 51 179 64
6 53 84 53 132 84 180 57
7 55 85 42 133 74 181 68
8 47 86 58 134 86 182 71
9 55 87 42 135 72 183 67
0 42 88 54 136 78 184 72
1 66 89 55 137 78 185 45
2 59 90 49 138 59 186 45
3 45 91 57 139 74 187 62
4 57 92 51 140 89 188 41
5 62 93 54 141 63 189 76
6 57 94 63 142 61 190 46
7 42 95 47 143 64 191 3.~_
8 46 96 57 144 71
Average: 60,4%
~tu
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
'. 11
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
r-14
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
...._
APPENDIX D
ANALYSED TEST RESPONSES
MAIN STUDY
ANALYSISt-----.------~-.;Question 1
B 29,8% 57
1-_-1,- __ .i- ---I.;;14".~Id"'en"tie::calwaves
112:They mee""Tt;':c,'::es""t.T.to-c=,.'"'s·t."'n"'d;;,tro=ug"'h-"to-=t,o::':U:::g"h.""("I•.-,C"o=ndetiSation meets condcnsabon and rarefaction meets
t--- ----t---- irarefaction; 1: Minima and maxima Tn-eet.)
1-_-1_~ t- f.'7~.Th~e~.~m~PI~~~d~·id~ou~b~le~s.~ ._----------------------1
1-_-1 ~-----~'~~~~Ii~W~d.~.~'~e~ld~.n~t~IC~.I~_.~_~-_-_-_-~-_-_-_-_-_-_~-_-_-_~-_-_-_-_-----~----------------.---:----i
~---~---t_---~~~:~7de~~~u~~.~~la~~~~~~~~h~d~-.tr-oU-9h-.------.--~-----.--------------4
1: Bright fringes on the screen
COMMENT: Although crests are not applicable here, more references to crests than to troughs.
LtlAB '''12% 52 137' They are In phas e. (9. They are exactly In phas e.)-..c-=-I;---.::"----1·~~2.'::=n::_=B2i:;;i22'i'~~b=;:;:;;-:=-.:-:::_. !~~~=o~e;:t;::~~;:~O~~:;~t~eU;~e~~)Condensabon meets r ndensaticnand rarefactionmeets
9: The sum of the waves IS bt99C:C'i'tI1.,;:an~.S,tl1i-2e';-;o:;f'ii'tI1"'e' ::on:::g:r:ln:::."1wa=v=es";;".'( .'A'~m::;p'"htu"'d:.:e:::s-;;d::.ou-:;:b"le".)-;C"O"M"M7iE"NT=:c"-o::n"'s1ru=ctJV=e:-l
1-__-1c-__ + -Ilnterference ISassociated with reinforcement
5: Identical wavelengths.
22
1: The waves are exactly one wavelength out of phase,
I---l>---T,----Ii~ ~?~'i~::'sn=.~u,,~:::o~i':a;,,~':Ca~:-::"',eo~or a few degr es phase shift, therefore destructiVe inteiference.
C 16.2% 31 16: They are in phase. (1: They are exactlytn phase.I
1-_~--+_.---I-I---~:;:-ii:'i'::.~~'i.I'::."''':'''t7'~:=:r:~~~~~::~~.traUgh-to-trough. (3: Condensations and rarefactions.)
5: Amplitude doubles,
--~----------t_----F.~c.;: :7~:;:~'ii:~=a"",::=':"'~~e"'.n;;;glh~~S"'~_;;;;;;;-::;_~_;--:::--:::::--::--::~~_-~~_-~::~::::::~~:::::-------I
-- 1: Identical wavelengths and amplitudes
1: 'rhey e-e not going to cancel
1--c-c----t-----4"'1: Light wavespassing through this wavelength-does not give a complete eJectJ1cfc;ie"'ld_,('''') _
~~h~ye~:~~~:~ ~r!~ ;::I~~:'::~9h.(1: Conde~sabon r'~')15 condensation and rarefaction mei~
rarefaction; 1: Two positives and two negatives meet) _
I----I---+----If~~:-i;::'f.::::n:~~ !~:~ves results in a bigger wave than either-of the onginal waves. 1: Amplitude doublcs.)
ABC 11,5%
1: C undergoes constructive interference In both djrections~A''':o:::nl;:-y·-=po=s'''lb:-;:v.:-:a:::n"d;>e :on"'ly"'n:::e:::g::;abv=':•..-------~
1: C ~nd 0 are out of phase
2: C is half a wavelength out of phase.
12
1: C wilt undergo constructive Interterence at a later Instant
BC 6,3% 6: They are in phase. 1: C is exactly in phase}
6: Reinforcement of resultant wave. (2: The amplitude dcubles.)
6: Identical waver •. (2; Identical amplitudes; ~: idi':.':::nb=ca::;l;::wa~"'v.::;I.=n::g;;:tI1C:-s,'")---------------j
1---I---+----174."*'They meet crest-to-crest and trouglrto-btlugh. (1: Two condensatons and two._.ra.:-;',~el:.:a"'cU:.:·o:;;ns,_.m~.:::.:t:)'-- 1
1: They are out of phase. -
6 4:They are in phase. _(1:Theyare exa7.cti"'y.::ln~p::ih:::aseT.".)====:::=::::-::=====o:-.:=======:.-I13: They meet crest-to-crest and trouglrt'>trough, (1: 'rwe eencensacne and two rarefactions meet; 1: Two positives and
two negatives meet) ,====-,---------,---.------.-----JI-.---I--_~_:._:_"+f~-----:--::-----_t~~b~(,--..I~de=n~bc~.~·la?m2p~h~tu~d2es~.)~----,-------1: Reinforcement:Thfiwavelengtil dOub.:::le"'s, ·-_·-_- ~~ ;
BO 3,1%
r-.~A=nB~~C=D_~-:~O'.~5'~%~----~::----~~---~--_;-71~.~Ti~n~•.v~m~e.~t cr~ ~~~t~~~ 2=n~d~tro~U9~h~-k>~U~Ou~9~h-.-------------------------------------~
,1: TheyreTr1fOrce,::;:,e:;:a"'ch"'o:::tI1::;.:.'•.'-- . . -j
'. ANALYSIS .-
Question 2
!ra:e1:~I NUMBER OF ICHOICE STUDENTS MOTIVATION
0 42,9% I 82 I~o: The waves are out of phase. (5: Exactly out of phase; 2: 180' out of phase: 1: They differ by half a:wavelen!l:1h.) _
41: The waves cancel each other.
24: The wave. meet crest-to-trouqh, (4: They meet condensation-to-mrefaction,
18: The waves are Identi::al. 3: Same wavele'!.'lth; 2: Same al)1!llitude; 1: Same f!~gueDCY.
2: Theydon'l reinforce each other.
2: They begin With the same phase and end out o(.E!1as3:l:
2; Thepathlen!l!!!s difference between the waves differs b~ an odd number ofwavelel1gths.
1: The waves arrive at a point in phase ' ,
,
! 38: The waves are out of phase. (12: Exactly out of phase; 5: 180' out of phase; 5: Half a wavelength
c-l'.P 38,7% I 74 out of phase.)134:The waves meet crest-to-trough. (5: The wave" are in opposite directions; 5: They meet
f---- ecndensation-tc-rarefactiou: 5: A l?2sitive and a negative wave moe!.L_ -_
24: The waves cancel each other.I--- 5: The resultant wave has a smaller amelitude. -
3: Only partial destructive interference occurs at A and com£ iete destructive interference at O.
2: The amplitudes don't have to be the same.
1: Sometimes constructive and sometimes destructive interference will occurC).
1: The waves are exactl~ In ehase(').
C 5.8% 11 7: The waves are out of phase. 1: Exactly out of phase.) -3: The waves cancel each other,
3: The amplitudes are Identical.
1: The waves meet crest-tc-trouch,
1: Th"y are exactly inl'hasel').
I ACO 3,7% 7 5: The waves are out of.phase. (1: Exactl~ out of ehas,,; 1: Not In ehase)
'1: Th& resultant wave has a smaller amElitud&.
1.-The~ cancel each other out
1: 1 ;:~ wavelengths differ not with an in~er number.
1: Wav~ forma exhibit both constructiv ~ anr:! destructive Interference(').
AC 2,6% 5 4: They are out of phase. 1: Tho wavelengths differ with half a wavelength.
1: They cancel each other.
1: Th"ymeet crest-to-trough.
t- 1: They are not identical waves.
S 2,1% 4 2: They meet crest-to-trough.
2: The waves are identical.
1: They are out of phase ,-
1: Two trollghs interfere de5tructi".Iy.
1: The waves reinforce each other crest-to-tro!!9_h ' .
3: The wave" are out of ~hase. (1: Exactl~ out of.E_hasej_ --A 1,6% 3
1: They cancel each other.
1: They are Identical waves.
--
SO 16% 3 2: They cancel each other.
1: Th~ meet crest-to-tro!!9_h.
AS 0,5% 1 1: The crest and trough will cancel each other ').
!
11: The~ start out of ehase.r-f.Q 0,5% 1
ANALYSIS
Question 1
'r.of191 HUMbEr. OF
CHOICE students STUDEH!S MOTIVATION
8 49,2%- --94 46: They don't maintain a constant phase relation.
r--------' 24: Constructive and destructive Interference don't continue to occur at a point.8: The waves are not in phase'.
5: The one waves Is in the Eositive c~cle and the other In the negative.
4: Wavelengths differ.
3: No motiva~on.
9: Motivations of no use' .
A 18,8% 36 15: Constructive and destructive interference result from coherent sources. ~
10: The~ do not maintain a constant Ehase relation.
- 4: Constructive and destructive interference don't continue to occur at a Eoint.2: The waves are not in phase.
1: There is alwa~s some form of interference when two waV~3 meet ').
1: Their wavelenaths differ.
3: No motivation.
2: Motivations of no us_e' •
A8 7,3%_ 14 8: The~ do not maintain a constant phase relation.
- 3: Constructive and destructive Interfersnce don't continue to occur at a point.1: They are out of phase.
I 1: Their wavelen!llhs differ.
1: No motivation.
0 6.3% 12 6: Theirwave characteristics wavelength and frequency) differ.
3: Thev don't maintain a constant phase relation.
1: Only In vacuum their spneds will be egual(').
1: Don't understand the meaning of coherent' . -_
1: No motivation.
I ,
_.
- 5,2% 10 4: Don't understand the meanlnq of coherent " .
C 5,2% 10 4: They don't maintain A constant phase relation.
1: The Eattern 0.1 the screen will be washed out.
1: Neither constructive nor dostructive interference will occur. --1: The waves are from diffelent directions.
1: They produce different patterns of light. ---1: Their phases differ.
3: Motivations of no use(·l.
80 2,6% 5 4: Thev don't maintain a constant phase relation.
1: Constructive and destructive interference don't continue to occur at a point.
ABO 1,6% 3 2; They do not maintain a constant phase relation.
1: Motivation of no use~' .
8C 1,6% 3 2: The~ undergo destruCtive interference, because the~ ~re olf o(phase.
1: They don't undergo constructive or destructiVe Interference because they are not exactiy out of
hase,
ABC 0,5% 1 1: No pattern Is observed.
--AC 05% 1 1: The waves can't bend, therefore no Interference(').
AD 0,5% 1 1: Constructive and destructive Interference result from coherent sources.
CD 0,5% - 1 1: Their freguencies differ. --,-
ANALYSIS
Question 4
\,of1il1 NUMBER OF !CHOICE students STUDENTS MOTIVATION
I 79' The waves reinforce each other. (25: Amplitude doubles; 1: For X the amplitude doubles and for W
B 71,7% 137 the amplitude Increoses.)
I 46: They are In phase. (5: They are exactly In phase; 1: X is exactly in phase and W is partially In
I hase.) .-
j
I 35: Crest moots crest and trough meets trough.J.1: Two condensatlons and two rarefactions meet.),
4: Identical waves.- ~ I 13:No motivation.- I II 3: Y and Z are dsstructive. (1: Due to positive and negative crests: 1: Because resullant wave is less •\han individual wsves.)
2: Y and Z are OU. of ehase.
1: The sources are coherent(' •
1: Constructive and destructive Interferenr.e occur when two waves With the same frequency
overla~('). -, 1: The fre<:Juencyis the sarncr ).
-l---
15,2% i 29 15: They are In phase, (1: They are exactly In phase; 1: Wand Zare out of phase and Y undergoesc destructive Interference, 1: The rest are out of phase.)
9: The waves meet tro~gh·to-trough. (2: Th'!Y.meetrarefaction·to·rarefaction.
9: Th~resullant amelitud<l is reinforced. IT: The amelitude doubles.)
2: The waves are identical.
A 6,3% 12 7: The waves meetcreet-to-erest. (4: The eositive side or maximum.)
7: ThflY_relnforce each other. (3: The amelitude doubles.)
i-
4: The~ are in ehase.
2: Identical waves ..l1: IdentiC1ll~uencies.)
--C 4,7% 9 4: The sum of the two waves gives a resultant wave.
3: They.are Il]_p~hase. '1: X is exactl~ In ehase, W 90% in ehase and Z ve[X IiWe.)
r--- 2: Reinforcement. COMMENT: Z is not reinforced!
. 1,0% 2 1: No motivation, 1: WXY correct, W partial constructive interference, X constructive Interference, Y two waves cancel
each other.
BC 1,0% 2 1: No motivation.
1: They meet crest-to-crest and tro~gh·lo-trou9h, oxceptZ.
.ll.lIIIUY<:I<:
5
CHOIca I;u~::t~".;~~ -
_AB~ 22.5% 43 ~~~;;;~;'c:co... .'!.. '~S~~ 1nerercre tile sources ;
~.It!es.me ..
I
aSI. .Itlesamestgn) ,~",.,eamp'UJOesol"ewaves,asl .~, r, (1 ASIOng
:~ilUd.IS 2A.)
,Itlesumol . (3: Rest""nt.I1'!""" IS OA; 1: ~esumm
can esc , exaC1l1out. ph.Se{'
A 19,4% 37 I .--- r mecrcee.I .
,mollW',,".
!ll1terferenc.occUsi·i
'ano, '~ITe;no, ,~ ~."~",
The "ITer""". I lampitUdelS en I
,tJy an Imeger /1lI11IJe~'
t"B'".
.-
1.3% 33
In.oauv~
"",' . (1: Two .u,~"~".~,ta
~.
lay.~O
~ .mpltudes dffer,
"In""
AB 16.2% 31
I'0: t>eCaU:;~.'"waves I , pnase ana mtertere cons1ruC1I""'1. ""MM"NT: "'S ISa
'ley reuucrce eecn otI1er. (4: Mlp'_'S 3A; ; __ IS2A.
.~
.. r seccee are eee co lefent COMMENT: OP'''"!
,no"
B.9%
~
I~~=cav. en• rrererce '.~ lara In prase, , exteotor
I
:W!1enItle, '''I/eS'''''lnt..,er.~
~
C ',3% 14
~
._
~
s ampItM1<'('
I
AC 3.1% 6 -= .-IItle_ce.,as' phaseTl1elrspeed Is It!e same.
The jreq leocy I
. 1,0% 2 .-
BO 1,0% 2 1~~~ri,,"1 'waves. (1: Happies v.nen I_es are". same, u i
2 latapo<ntltlewave
l2Aii
llI1'cross' liS A ano ..... omer
ACO 0.5% 1
1,t:.,,~c1'n""~~.!'' 1a wave 1I11t!amp'lUde A COMMENT: TrctJ!iIlS are ,
ANALYSIS
Questkm 6
CHOICE ! :tu~~:~I NUMBER OFSTUDENTS NOTlVATION
B 51,8% 99 31: The degree of bending Is too small to observe.
I I 29: Diffraction depends en the ratio wavelength to slit width. Light has a shorlnrwavelength thansound.
114:.~IIwaves, also Ii~ht, diffract
; i6: S:>undwaves diffract much more than IIgh: waves.
_Ji:.l::illht waves do net bend around an oeen d,or.
I ____ I~qht bends around narrow slits,
i8: No motivation.
- 110:Motivations of no use(' •
A 23,6% 45 11: Light waves can't diffract.
4: In the case of Iioht, the cearee of be"ding is too small to observe.
3: Aceording to Huygens' erinciel<' for sound waves.
1: L1!Jntmoves too fasl ' . o _____
1 1: Sound diffracts mare than light.
j 1: Light waves do bend.
15: No motivation.
o G: Motivatic,. of no useC,,).
I
AS 6.3% I, . i5: In the case of 'ight, the dagree of bendi;;!:! Is too small to observe.
14:Sound bend. around an opening.
2: Accordino 10HuvQens' principle for sound waves.
-l- 1: All waves bend around oeenlngs.2: No motivation.
1: Motivations of no use ' •
C 4,7% , 9 1: The deoree of nendinc Is 100small to observe.
1: Sound waves vibralet).
1: Sound waves make echoes ' .
1: Sound waves are not lransverse wavesC').
1: Constructive interference occurs' •
1: Sound waves can'l be seen ' •
3: Motivations of no use ' .
AC 3,7% 7 2: Only sound waves bend around the doorway. ---1: Sound waves change In the opaning to longitudinal wa~l.
- 1: According to Huvcens' principle for sound waves.1: A lI~hl""'ave won't Illuminate the whole area.
1: Onlv sound reflects In doorwavC').
I ~otivations of no user).- i
-_._
0 2,6% 5 1: DUe to the wave natura of Iight(').
1: Onl~ sound waves diffn:"'!.
1: Olherwice We would be able to see around comers.
2: Motivations of no uset).
- 2.1°,(, 4 1: In the case of IIghl, the degree of bendlnc is too small 10observe.
13:No motivation.
BC 1,6% 3 1: The d~ree of bending Is too small 10observe.
1: Motivations of no use(·).
-Acb - -1,0% 2 2: According to Huygens" erinciele sound waves diffract --
j
AD 1,0% 2 1: According to H(]~gens' erinciele sound waves diffract
_ ~~ bend around oeenlngs.
ABC 0,5% 1 1: No motivation. --
BD 0.5% 1 1: Due to the shari wavelsncth of IIcht. and UUI'!S If) a straighfline(').
-~-~--~-~
CD 0.5% 1 1: No monvatlon,
ANALYSIS
QLC!stion 7
;;::::~ 1 HUMBERCFcHoice STUDENTS MOTIVATION
A 283% 54 12: No energy no light) is present at dark fringes, because the waves cancel one another.
12: The energy is redistributed to regions where constructive interference (bright fringes) OCCUr1>.
6: No motivation. -
5: Accorulng to the law of conservation of energ~. .-
4: YouQg's el<P_arimenthas shown the redistribution of ene!9}', --
3: The brightness of the fringes is directly_proportional to the light energy.
1: The enerQVis lost" •
, 16: Motivations of no usee" •
D 27,2% 52 12: The dark fril19_eshave less ene.mY,
11: No motivation.
'7: Some of the en~_y_is abso~
:---
6: No energy Is present at dark
!:>: Constructive and destructive ence depend on pathlength difference.
5: Law of conservation of ene_!!lY,
4: Energy is converted to bright fringes.
3: Ene.rgy_isconverted to heat ene.mY,
:3:Some of the enerQl::is used for destructive Interference to occur, ._------2: Diffraction occurs" •
7: Motivations of no use!:). --3: The waves stay the same after destructive and constructive Interference.
i:A brighter pattern is not associated with more (Iisht}. energy(" •
7: Motivations of no usee).
I-C 16.8% 32 10: Law of conservation of eneiSY. --8: In dark region no energy, therefore to other r!'!lions.
3: Constructive and destructive interference depend on pathlength difference.
3: No motivation.
2: Energy is associated with slit width " •
2: EneJgy is converted to heat eneJ9l:C,
2: Energy is converted to bright frioges.
1: The dark fringes have less energl than the brioht fringes.
1: intensity is direcjJY_PJQIl_ortionalto ene~
- 5,2% .1 10 8: No moUvation.
2: Motivations of no use!").
I-sc 1,0% I 2 2: Because no light Is Eresent in dark fringes, enerSl:: conversion took Elace.
eo 0.5% 1 1: Motivation of no use " •
ANALYSIS
Question 8 -
I % oflSl : NUMBER OF :
MOTNATIONCHOiCE I students STUDENTS
:
C 168,1% 130 '83: An interference pattern wit" da,~ and bright fringes forms on the screen.
'36: When light moves through a slit, it bends around the edges.
I I '35: Waves from two coherent sources interfere.
i
111:After diffraction. The waves interfere construc!ivel:l3nd destruc!ivel:l.r--+- i6: Diffraction is an i,·lerference effect.'6: Due to th"wave ""ture of liaht---r- 13:According '0 Youn~'~ double slit ex~eriment
t 2: According to Hu~gens' erinciele.
18: No motivation.
I i23: Motivations of no use!">.,
!
22,5% I
128: Constructive and destructive i",~rference OCcur to produce a pattern of alternating bnqnt aru, dark
B I 43 Ifringes.
_L , 110:Ught sources are ~oherent.
i 2: Ught waves can't dlffrar.t(").
I
I
12: No motivation.
I [6: Motivations of no useC). -I
A 6,3% 12 16;Light waves bend around the slits.
.-
: 11:The result is a diffraction pattern of bright and dark frinaes.
3: No motivation.
,.P 1.6% 3 3: Motivations of 110 use(").
- , 1,0% 2 t 2: No motivation.
1 AB I 0.5% ! 1 :1: Motivation of no use(").
ICOMMENT: Choice makes no sense.
."NALYSIS
Question 9
.._
CHDICE !.~.1:I ~~~~:: J MOTIVATION
I
_A_I 4B,7% I 93 142~Diffraction ceeurs at the slit where !he light bends around !he edges of !he slit.26: There Is no other light source for interference:o occur.
B: The light sPleads out.
I I .5: A pattern of alternating bright and dark fringes forms an !he screen.
5: A single slit diffraction pattern forms.
4: No interference_pattern of dark and bdght fringes forms on a screen.
I 1:0nl dark fringes occur' • -
1: Scattered bright and dark fringes t. ri,l.
7: No motivation.
13: Motivations of no user).
C 34,0% 65 29: Diffraction occurs at the slit where the light bends around the edges of the slit.
29: Dark and bright interference Eatterns form on the screen. -6: Diffraction is an lnterference effect.
4: The Ught is spread out.
3: Mer diffraction the waves interfere constructively and destructively.
'--- 2: Asingle slit diffraction pattern aEEears.
1: HLJYgens·princiEie.
1: Destructive interference is formed at the single slit.
~I -::-r-- 1: Due to the wave nature of liQht.7: No motivation.
8: Motivations of no use ' ,
B 6,3% 12 5: Constructive and destructive interference take place.
l- ,2: Diffraction can't occur.1: Lightwili pass through the slitwithollt bending and form an image of the slit on the screen.
1: No diffraction. because the slit doesn't have a round shape.
1: No motivation.
4: Motivatiol's of no use( ').
D 7.3% 14 '3: A sing;" slitis to ensure that light from one di<ection only_falls on the double slit.
11:Only one bright fringe is observed.
1: The jight become'UJ<llarized(' •
1: A pattern of bright and "ark fringes forms becau. e oftin~ wavelets.
1: No motivation.
,2: Motivations of no use' •
- 1,6% '3 2: No motivation.
1: Motivation of no use ' •,
BC 1,0% 2 2: Motivations of no use ').
COMMENT: Choice makes no sense.
AC 0,5% 1 1: Motivations of no uso(').
COMMENT: Choice makes no sense.
AD 0,5% 1 1: Motivations of no use(').
COMMENT: :hoice makes no sense.
ANALYSIS
Question 10
MOTIVATION
C 33,0% 63 17~ They do not origmate at the same point (5: __. although therr weverenctns are the same.)
'13. They do not meet trougn.to-trough or crest-to-crest,
10- They do not start at the same time.
I----t----'--
18: Netther ccnstructrve nor destructive mterterence cccure. (1: On average none of them occur; 1: Not 100% constructiVe
~interference; 1: Not always construcbve .nterference.)
,7; They are not coherent ---------1
I:: ~:;:~e~o~:e~;aoc!~~:~:~i.cnresults in destru",ctN,,_':::'e"''"::.:t:::erl;.::e"re:,:;n::::ce''', --l
1; The waves are 90~ out of ph' se.
1: The amplitude of the resultant wave doesn't double
3: No motivation.
6: Moli\";'_tionsof no user}
Be 15,2% 29 19: The waves maintain a constant phase relation.
3: Constructive or destructive interference will never occur.
1-'--+---+----~3~:~Th~e~y~ar=e~o~~~o7fp~h=a=~~,~~~:~S~lig~h~fty~o~~~m~p~ha=s=e~:1~:~N~ot~e=~=~~yo=n~'p~h=a=re~J~------------;
i9: They do net meet crest-to-crest or trougb-to-trcuqh,
2: They do not start at the same point
r-----~--.---r--------P.~~;~~o~~~e~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==ro~~z~~~In~m~rl~ere~nc~e~, ~
1: Constructive interference will eventually occur.
1: Motivation of no use{·}.
A 7,3% 14 eo, They do not shift relative to one another.
3: The waves have the same properties.
1: No motivation
1--__ i-_,_+ -Ic=-2:"M:::O:::bva,:;tions of no user)·
AD 8,0% 15 I:;~:;:=~~~~:~I=::;:~:~to-;;tro;::U:;;:9:hh-----------------------------I
3: They reinforce each ether.
1: TIley do not cancel each other.
-
AB 4,2%
1:They Jnterfere approximately at the same time
3: No mctrvation;
8 4: The waves maintain a constant phase relation.
1: The waves have the same properties.
D 2,0% 3 2: They meet crest-to-crestand trough-to-trough.
1: The waves reinforce each other.
1: They are nearty the same.
1: They form one wave when they interfereC-}.
~~~i-~~+--,~5---~i~:~~:::v~:~~~:=~~~~:~m~e~s, , ~
!1: A stable interference pattern forms.
~ 1-,3,1% I
ABD 2.6%
1--- ---:
BCD 2,1%
f---
1,6% I
BD 2.0%
ABC 1,0%
2: Th~Y undergoconstructive interference at some times.
14: "-1otiVationsof no user).
1------i-----+-------:P.~~;~~h~:~,~dT.~~~~~~e~~n~~:~~tc~e~~~~~~~c==re&~a:,:;n~d;tr=O:U~9~~~""~~~U9~h~,.___l
1:&Jmetimes they undergo constructive and ~ther bmes destructiveinter'..:.",re",nce=, --1
1: The sources are echerentt'j.
\2 The waves maintain a constant phase retauoe
3 1: No mcnveuon.
2: Motivations of no use{1.
f-----I __ ._+ -I'.;,~;,.;~i:~e"::;;=o:;:·~:::es:;:tio=mn':'~j"'nhl,,·ci~_~ consta.."n~t..p"'ha...,se=re..,la",b"'o...,n,. _j
2: They en . ; at the ups and downs.
2 2: Motivations of no use(·).
COMMENT: Contradictable choicel
MOTIVATION
1--------------- ANALYSIS
Question 11
I % of i~1 1 NUMBER OF
CHOICE J stutlents: STUDEHTS
I--,D"-+-"4,,,0,,,3~%~e---,77,_!_ __ 20: Ught waves trans~."e,r,e=.:t.l"e::,rg~Y"''- -I
, ,16: Water waves transfer matter.
1---+,---' t - ! 14: Sound waves transfer disturbances.
I i 10: It depends on the properties of the waves(' . COMMENT: Part of option!
I I ;6:A wave carries energy
i _ L I :5' A wave is a disl:urbance.
~---'+----~;5~;~S~0"u:n~d7wa~v~es~tra~n=sf~e~r~e~~e~r~g~y.-------------------------~
i I 13:Water waves transfer dl,,:;:~uO.lrb~a"'n-c-es-. --------------------1
1-__ II- __ _,I -'1~2"-:;:;E"leclT;:;omagneticwaves"'lrao:;;n;::;s''''e''-r"m'''a'''tt;::;e'''r.;- ,, -j
~-+ii '1: Dr.feisnt kinds of enerfly. are transferred.
1-1_- -+' ·__ -+ -+1.;.1"':W~a!=:vesare a movement of?:a~ny~n!!atu=re:J('-")l:.' _
1-_-+1 -'1 171":S:;o"'u":n"'dc:wa=vo:es~tra=n"'s"fe"'rmatter. --------------1!1: Electrom~gnetic waves tran":"fe",r_"d",is"tu",r",b",a!!nc",e",s,,-. -{
,I i 1: Water waves transfer ener!f'{". ;:-,..,.=;;;-- -t-r- 11: It depends on the medium ~I the wave('), -1
_L : .l7: No motivation.
1---++-. -_-=--=--=-~+I~----~~~~-f1.:.1;;5Jf:ceM~!\a"'ti""'va}=tifi'·;:::a"'n"'stotf'=n"'-c:o""--::.u"'s·~er;:·')!.!..============================================~
AC , 25.7% 49 36: A ...vave is a !mveling disturbance that carries eneigy from placo to_place.
I 16: Ughtwaves and water waves tran<lfer disturbances, electromagnetic waves (light waves) transferI--__-+ I--~~n~er~gy~.~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------___f
12: The energy i1 carried by the electric and magnetic fields that comprise the wave.
1: A cork stavs at same spot in 'tI3,_,v"es"'-.C--::-:-c -,--,,--,-_--,- -l
1:When a stone is dr£0led into" dam. disturbances occur in the form ofwaves.
11: No motivation.
\4: Motivations of no use,';" _-_-_-=--::_== . III'
I--'C~+.::2"'2"'.5:.:%"'_I!--c43""--1l1: Waves transfer enel'lly'from placeto::"l",Pll:::a"'ce?.~ _,,_,..,,.--------- _
111:The energy of a disturbance iS'ransferred by ni,o,e,,""'ns":o"'fc;a':wa3':v;.:e'c,.::;-;======== --I
1-__-+ +----,''''9''': WCi:i'ac:.ves"""tr;:.:a"'n;;:s7fe:cr_~e"ne~r..gLy"ln:'-df'i'=ff"@·ltforms G.g.light, sound. potential energy to do work, heat.
13:Waves transfer enelllY in form; of matter e.g. oblects, charged particles.I
;
I
I
A 7,3% 14
I
- 4,2% 8
12: Tha energy is carried by the electric and rnaqnetic fields of the wave.
j3: No motivation.
1-__-+1_--+-----' 6: Motivations of no use(').
16:Waves are traveling disturbances.
3: Motivations of no use,
1: Only water waves cal!Y.!m!!a~tta'7-r,-.,_-.- --1
1--__ ~I_--+-----~~l~:D~i~ffeI~~!~indsofGnergyLC!:a~re~tr~a~n.::s~re"'rr~ed~. --j
6: No motivation.
ANALYSIS
Question 12
-/.of191 NUMBER OF ICllOICE stud en1s I STUDENTS MOTIVATION
I -- --
A 57,1% 109__j31: The. ,points are in phase. (10: Same frequency and wavelencth, -
I 123:Constructive interference occurs at both. 12: Crests interfere)
30: Their distances from the sources are the same.
115:No interference: neither constructive nor destructive. (9: No interference; 6: Neither constructive
-- I--- I Inor destructive.)i i14: Both speakers are connected to tbe same signalgenorator.--\- 8: No motivation.
5: Destructive interference occurs at both. ... -
13:Their amplitudes are the same.
03: Interference occurred. _CIhey InterferedQqually \ .-
24: TMey oath experience destructive interferene (8: Trough and crest moot; 4: Total destructive
C 14,1% 27 Interference; 2: Rarefaction ane' condc., ,ation; 1: Not In phase; 1: Out of ehase.) ._
2: Motivation of no use{').
1: No motivation.
10: They both experience destructive Interfurence. (2: Not complete destmctive Interference; 2: Out of
D 10,5% 20 ohase: 1: Not exactly out of phase; 1: Not In phase; 1: Only In theo!y no sound.)
3: No interference.
2: Intensity of sound waves inversel:t proportional to distaQCGtraveled{').
2: No motivatior r,
I---j_ +1: The~ meet crest-te-trough and not tro!:!9h-to-trough. --
S 9,4% 18 -:.~: Jhe~ meet out of ehase. --": At Y the sound is louder.
i.Constructive interference occurs.
COMMENT: No valid motivations!
AD 3,1% 6 5: Both undergo destructive Interference.
1: They don't interfere.
AC 2,6% 5 5: Destructive Interference occurs and no sound will be heard.
.-- 1,6% 3 3: No motivation.
I
ACD 05% 1 COMMENT: Inva!id cholcel -
SC 05% 1 1: Sound intensity Is redistributed. -
8D _,3% 1 1: Sound Intensity Is between maximum and minimum.
--
ANALYSIS
~.cf1S1 r "UMBERCF " '
students, STUDENTS. . ,.:.M.o:0=T.:.JV"A:..:T1=O=N:_ _'q - --~-~D 26.7%: fil 20: This IS the second O,rd~r bright fnnge WIth m=2
I - ·15: Pathlength PY>"PX_-(5: PY =2PX; 4: py is 1 wavelength longerlhan PX; 1: PY IS 2 wavelenqths longer than pIT
jpy is half a wavelength longer than PX~''-) -1
c--- -+----+------h~";~~"'On:;~'i:~:;;:':i:~:;;~"'~;-.;lte:;;rt ..e:;;re::;n:;;cec;o:;;;cc~:;! fnnge. therefore waves are in phase and path length difference i$ integeri amount of wavelengths.
f---+---+---~:' P is the third orderbnght tnr,ge.
I---i---+---" "_-1't';2:2:,,' Th;;?eY::ia",reinthe same phase.
l:_andV- .
1-f--__ ~;:.::::j;:::::::j.~~"•..;i'~1:-::=:': ::n,.;,~i::~::::th"si::f::ro;::m"x:-a"h~d~Y~t-o:c~rea-::.-c'-'h~P~(_·L)::.::::::::=_-_.------
1---i---+----f-'1'-, Y",m",,,,,=esfivetimesand movesthreetimes(").
Question 13-~--
B 21,5% t-- 42 11, Pathlength py >PX With 1 wavelen!l!l!___.__
j 10: ccnsnuenve Interference occurs at bright fringe, u';:,;;;e,;;;efF;;o;;;,e:7.wa;;;;;ve;;;s:';a;;;,e;<,:;;"n';:;phh;a;;:s;;ea; ;n:;;;d;;p:;;atihh;;;le;;;ng~th"'d;;;iH"'e;;;,e;;;n;;:ce;;,;;:s-;;a;;-n;;;1.;;;t"9 ;e ;;l,
1-__ I-_._+ .~~~~:i:o~:::~:;:t~;;:.v.::wa::iti=.~~::le:;;n"'gth::.:::s.therefore 1 ,,",favelen'" •.
1: Between each dark fringe there IS a bright fringe.
~1: Since the two slits act as coherent sources the phase is constant
1: The distance is the same because of same wavelength.1-----1---+--- ----Ii, "Th"e:;;r,,::'i:'ha=::sC;!o=-bf.e:"..ITvea wa elength In bel'Neen 11) order to have constructIVe and destructive Interference.
1 Therels~nlY one wavelength ---
l' Y starts from 1$ from the dark side tethe bnghtfrf_!1_9'Js.
2: Py is one reach where X reaches.
~=====~=====:~==:=====~1t.A~cco~~ro§l~ng~ ~I,~gh~t~h~as~a~s~p~~~'~flc~wa~v;;;e'~en~g~th~~~,;;;,c;;;hT.,s~th~e"'s~a;;:m;;:eT.a~ta~n;;;yT.~::'~nt"(·)'-·-__'_
t=====~=-- _-L-f--.'--+'~';":~0i'7:-=:~~:::':Sa~~~n~ofenergy moves through X and Y(*). '-
I . - -1--- . 1: Diiferent directions of Itghtwaves(*). ------
1: No diffraction, because the same wavelength.
C 20,4% 39 13. No rrctivation.
10: Pathlength PX< PY. (The difference IS: 4: Half a wavelength; 2: 1 wavelength; 1: Double; 1: Pathlength PY IS one
I-_A"'_t-,,17c::,8"'%"-t-_::::34"-..·_E:"i": Co"ve;;~C;s"uui!!gth;S~:i~t~~~~~~ea:h~~=n~hd~ff£otsby an Integer number of wavelengths and de;;;s;i;tru;-;;ctJv:;]';;;e;---j
interference when dl!otanc:e is half an Integer.
10: Pathlength PY> sx, (4: 1,5 times; 2: less than twice longer)
2: Sources have to be coherent
1: ccnstrucwe interference falls on bright side and desuuctive interference on dark side.
1:m=2
1: P is 2 times weaker than the center.
1: A wavelength and a half wavelength make a dark spot
13 1: The WolVelet from source X travels shorter than Y.
1-_ ___I---+---___If~;;-:~'ii~E:tta';;m;;~f;:I~:;;ngf..u:~XiS bnghte, than py__r_). -_-_-_-_-:..-_---------------t
7,3%
BD 3,7%
AB 0,5%
ABeD 0,5%
ABD 0.5%
AC 0,5%
AD , 0,5%
f-=--1_=:.:.....+__ 7'-_--F.5,,,Bec;;;"'a"'U"'se"'co;;:::,ns,,tru""ctiveinterferenc occurs at P the difference is an integer number.
1: PX and PY paral!ei'and faraway trcrn screen. . --1
1: No motrvation.
1: PathlengU' PY> px.
1: Difference is half a wavele_1'_)9~for destructive interference and one wavelength for constructive interference
1: Interference occurs in int~gers and half mtegers.
f--'=~r--=::._+--"--___I-!.':'-'Th"'e::..c:::e:::n.:::tta::!l"bn"'·g"'ht:..:f"'nn"g"'e-"h::.s:.:b:!y..:;fa:::'_;:th"e""'g'Ie:.::.a:;_:te;::st:..:in"'t:::en"s""ty".""__.......... . __ ~ ........~ _
1: Waves are out of phase Phase o:"ifferenee is half a wavelength When m;-O and 3y12when m=1.
1: XP is 2x neater than YP.
ANALYSIS
Question 14
I 1\ of131 j ~~~~i:~:1CHOIC" , students I MOTIVATION
i
D ! 75,4% 144 155: They are exactly one wavelength apart.
- , 36: They are at the same position (place) of the wave.
i j i23: They will meet crest-to-crest and trough-to-trouqh. (8: They interfere constructively; 2: TheyII Ireinforce each other.)
I j ,13: They are both at the positive (rising) .de of the wave.
I i10: They have the same direction of propagation.
.- 5: Th~y are the same dis!ance from the undi"turbed position •
I 5: The waves have the same properties (amplitude, Wavelength, speed). --4: They are out of phase. (2: 180'; 1: 360'; 1: SO')
1: They are coherent.
I 8: No motivation.
t--: 11: Motivations of no use(').
C 6,8% 13 4: They have the same amplitude.
3: Constructive interference will result.
3: They are the same distance from HIe undisturbed position.
2: They meet crest-to-crest. ----1:They are exactly one wavelength apart. --1: No motivation.
B 4,7% 9 2: The one is a minimum and the other Is a maximum.
I 2; They will meet crest-to-crest.
2: At..,r interference they form one wave(·).
1: Constructive Interference Will result.
'1 : They have the same amplitude.
I 1: MotiVation of no use(').
l
A 4,2% 1 8 2: They are at the same point. .-
1: The Waves meet crest-to-crest.
1: The waves reinforce each other,
1: Interference is possible(').
i 1: The others cancel each other.2: No motivation.
i
AD 3,1% 6 2: The~ are at the same point. -I 1: They are the same distance from the undisturbed position.
1: Constructive interference will occur.
1: The waves meet crest-to-crest .-
1: The new wavelength starts theter).
- 1,6% 3 1: Not ana, because none meet at the: same point at the same time.
I 2: No motivation. -
AC 1,6% 3 1: They travel the same distance.
1: They are coherent.
1: Motivation of no use(').
ACD 1,0% 2 2: Motivations of no use('). .-
AS 0,5% 1 1: TheY-havu maximum and minimum disturbance.
I ABD 0,5% 1 1: Moti\",Hon of no usen.
Ft,O,5~h , 1 1: They are at the same distance from the undisturbed eosition. -
1: They will reinforce each other.
I
I---- ANALYSiSQuestion 15
CHOICEI :n.o;.l:~ 1 f.lUr'<4BER OF IST'JDENTS I MOTIVATIONr- I
C 60,7% i 116 153:The lignt bends around the edges "f the blade,I -+ i9: Diffraction causes constructive and destructive interference (bright and dark fringes).! •8: The blade reflee's the light,
14:The blarte has rough edges. .-
J 4: The light spreads out.
12:The light energy Is redistributed.
2: Different colours will be noticed.
- I 11:The amount of diffraction that occurs is v\yy emalll").'1: The edges of the blade are not parallel.
124:No motivation,
112:Motivations of no user),
I-A 18,3% 35 8: Constructive and destructh e interference occur, causing bright and dark fringes.
8: Destructive interference forms a dark fringe which causes the blurred image.
t-----j
3: Due to the bending of waves. -13: Due to reflection of waves on the blade,
3: Due to refraction (change of medium), which causes change In direction.
2: Different colours will be noticed.
1: Light waves can't diffract. This is the onlt choice left.
10: No motivation. --
6: The light bends around the edges of the blade. The wavelel:! Interfere to fcrrn bright and dark
AC 7,9% 15 fringes.
2: Reflection of light from the blade causes lnterference,
1: Diffraction causes the blurred Imager).
1: Destructive Interference forms a dark fringe which causes the b!urred image.
1: No motivation.
12:Motivations of no use(').
- 31% 6 2: Motivations of no use(').-- 4: No motivation. --
I
~~ 5 2: pust particles are always present, which disturb waves,3: Motivations of no use(').
BD 1,6% 3 1: Reflection on blade Is not 100%.
11:Dust in air causes rough screen surfaces.
1: No motivation.
~ 1,0% 2 2: Dust particles cause scattering of light, which interferes constructively and destructively.
ACD 1,0% .2 1: Due to reflection of IIghtfrom blade.
1: Motivation of no use('),
--BCD 1,0% 2 1: All of them contribute to blurred image(').
1: No motivation.
t:The distances traveled by light waves Will differ between the source and the screen, I'~\icn Will
D 1,0% 2 cause phase changes.
--j'-' 1: No motivation.I
'ABC O,5%-~-1 11:Motivation of 110use(').f-'-='-
ABCD 0,5% 1 1: .oJIof them contribute to blurred Ima~,!(" .
CD 0,5% 1 -Lt,Motivation of no use('),I
ANALYSIS
Question 16
!'a:o~s~I NUMBER OFCHOICE STUDENTS MOTIVATION, --
D 28,8% 55 33: At Y to crests meet and at Z two troughs,
I- -
17:The waves meet in_phase.
I 5: Crest meets crest.
1: The sources are in ehase.
I I 1: Rarefaction meets rarefaction...
i 1: Both are situated atinterference eoints otwaves.l- I 2: No motivation.
3: Motivations of no use· .
I
A 22,5% 43 5: Two crests meet. (1: A bigger amplitude results.
I- 1: The waves are in r'\1.3se. (1: The others are out of ehase.lJ: This is the oni~ eoirl where the two waves make contact (interferel.
2: 11le two waves cancel; it is a dark fringe IE!ttem.
5: No motivation.
C 17,3% 33 11: The waves are o.ut of ehase.
--- 5: it represents a dark fringe. ._4: The waves cancel each other,
3: Z lies next to ,:,a point where 2 crests pass.
1: Their !roughs meet.
1: it represents a light fringe.
1: The reaultant amplituc!e is less.
4: No motivation,
AC 152% 29 17: At Y the waves meet crest-to-crest or i'lPhase.
9: At Z the waves meet crest-to-trcuch or out of phase.
13:AtZ two !roug"s meet.
'2: Z is in-between two crests.
2: At Z the waves don't interfere (jntemect .
1: It depends on the distance between the slits and sources.
1: Constructive Interference occurs where two !roughs or two crests meet.
1: At Z the two crests are out of phase.
3: No motivation.
I 5: Eecause of !heir amount of wavelengths from the source. (2: One wavelength difference; 2: Equal
B 7,9% 15 amount of wavelengths; 1: An Inteqer number of wavelenqths difference.)
4: They are in phase. 1: Exactly_ one wavelength out of phase,;
3: They meet crest-to-cresl
2: No motivation.
2: Motivations of no use ••
I I 1: None of the above. When monoch.'omatic light passes through a double slit dift"oction patterns_-=--I-.,j,2% 8 occur,
7: No motivation. -
BC 3,1% 6 3: For X and Y two crests fdll together, 1: They are in the same ehase.l
2: The two slits act as coherent sourcas.
2: For Z a crest and !rough fall to~el",er. (1: Out of ehns&_
I 1: No motivation.-.
ABCD 0,5% 1 1: Because it differs from waVe to waVe it ~n be an~ thing.
_E!CD 0,5% 1 1: Motivation of no use· • .-
COMMENT: Choice contradicts.
I
ANALYSIS
1--~~ __ + 41","2 Oiffrar acn is an intelierence effect
~~tdoUbJeslitdrtfractiOnOCcur.
r--~---~---~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~::~:~::~~~:~~~~~;:~~:~~~~:~~~nd~U~~~ffrn~~~o~n~~~U~'~1--~_-_~ ~i~6i·D~~~:~~~~~~='~~bO=~~n~o~fl~19~hl~ ~
1-_~---+----_4~8~:M~o~.~ro~b~on~s~O~fn~o~U~s~·(w·l---.------. __
BC 14,7% 28
AD 9,9%
3: No mctivaticn.
2: Motivations of no use(-).
r-......,f---+---f-P.;"; ~i':tboth slits the sourcesc:expe~a"'r~E:::.'i!;~·;:,tr:::.n::t=:::::_::::_---------------------.f
---ti~c:.~ ~~~y ~::~~~~:~~s~:~
9:
2: Motivations of no use
8~' are due to interference and diffraction
~====:j~==:::=::::::t=:::::::::::::::::::j,~; ::":'s~""t.e.ln~le"'rt""er"'en~ce::::....-----------------------~
3:
19
1---1r----+----_4rs"': M~o~tiva=b:::onsof no use('.
C 8,9% 17 8: Interference occurs between t'No light waves.
5: Constructive and destructive interference Will occur to produce bright and dark fringes.
2: According to Young's experiment
I----Ir---+-----bi~"i; ~~~~~::~.n.lnterference Willtake place.
:-----t-· r f\Z~M~Ob~w~b~o~ns~o~l~no~u~.=.rwl~.-------------------------------------------4
11 1: Only diffraction. and not mtertererice. plays a role at both P and Q.
ABC
1.0%
10: No motivation.
~ s:8%-t-_.:.l1!...._f.~r:-~i:i\:S:pattte~m;;;O:;;:faltemab~,randdarkflin9es. form.
r-----r-----·~--------r.l~~:~~==~ ISOb~IWbl. ----.--------------------------------~
r----·t------+--------B;~~T.~~~IDn~m~o~~:o=~~~~~~n~o~u.~e~(1~.------------------------------------------------------1
5,2% 10 4: Diffra'::tion occurs at the single eta and interference at the double slit.
2: Diffraction occurs at the single slit and mterterence and diffraction at the double slit
4: Mattw-~ns of no use{'J.
ABCD 3,1% 6 4: Wghl bends around each- slit and wavelets \Nill interfere constructively and destructively to fcnn bright and dark fringes.
1; Diffraction patterns are observed when light moves through a single or double slit.
1: Diffractio~, is an interference effect.
AC 3,1% 3: Light WiNes from the slits interfere constructiVely ana destructiVely to produce briOht and dark fringes.
2: No motivation.
1: Motivations tlf no usc'{"}.
-
ACD 1,0% 2 ~~i:=~~~~~~e~: 1i9htto band and spread out so that light waves interfereto form bri!1!!t and dl:'rKfrin_g~
SD 1: Interference and diffraction are p,~ro~P.;rtI!';es~0O'fl~i~9~ht"w=a"'ve;cs===::_.::=====;;_----------,
1: At single slit only diffraction occurs, at double slit both interference and diffraction occur
ANALYSIS
Question 18
~~of151~ HUMSE5\OF
CHOICE students ! STUDENTS
ABD ! 28.3% 54
MOTIVATION
23: All three these conditions are criteria for constructive interference. COMMENT: When M'O waves arc In phase they
meet crest-to-crest and trouQh-to-.trough and will reinforce each other.
23+23: They nre in phase. (6; Exact1y in phase.) COMMENT; The 23 is included in the choice which contains all three
ioptlons.
12: If the phase difference is less than goa destructive interference will still occur at times.
AD 34
19: These t'No r.onditions are criteria for constructive interference. COMMENT: When waves meet crest-to-crest they
are in phase.17,8% I
1:The phase ditterence is an in~erM,
2,..19: The waves meetcres~: Thev meetcrest-to-crest and trough-to.trou9h; i: Rarefactionsmeet)
6. The waves reinforceeach 1: 1)1eresultant amplitude doubles)
f---1---+----+1"',"'A"'cco'-="'rd""n"'3"'to""U"'h."'p"'n;:.nc"';p"'I.", -"su::'pe'''':rp'''os=m2·o=n'=co-=n=struE'cIJv'E'''e'"l=nt"'ert''.'e'''re'.':n'''ce::-occ=:-Curs=whL.-n:-;z""wa=v"-.s"'m=·eet"'=;n-=p"-ha"'s"C'e-a"'nd;-!
crest-to-crest and trcugh-to-trouoh.
8+19: Thev are in phase. 4~Exactly in phase.
1: For constructive interference sources have to be coherent.
1: The sum Is not zero.
1: They have a pOintof overlap.
[t: If they are out of phase constructive interference Will maybe happen partly or not, maybe destructive Interference Will
lake nlace.
A 131% 25 9: They reinforce each other. (2: Amplitude doubles.)
1: No motivation.
7; They meet crest-to-crest and trouqb-tc-trough. (2 They meet crest-to-crest; 2: They meet ccndensaticn-tc-
condensation.
5: In phase is the condition for ccnstnrctive interference.
5: Identical waves, 1: 'denucal wavelength and am Iitudt..)
1: If they are not in chase destructive interference win occur.
B 12.0% 23
--
I:~:~:~;~~ each other. (4: Amplitudes double; 3: When waVes reinforce each other they meet crest-to-crest and
7: They are in phase.
5: They meet crest-to-crest and trough-to-trough. (1: Two positive and two negative amplitudes meet; 1: They meet
crest to-crest)
___________ ~-------+3~'~ld~e"'nti~·~~I~wa~~~__,-~------------------------------ __ ---------------------1
2: Suoerposftion principle
1: No motivation.
AB 9,4% 18
9: When two waves arrive at a point in phase, they remtcree each other. GOMMENT; This is a summary of the chosen
conditions.
9' A bigger wave will result. 1: A wave With double the amplitt;de.}
1: Waves In phase construct and destruct each other.
2: The waves are Coherent
2: They meet crest-to-crest and trcucb-to-trouah.
2: They are Identical waves.
1: The ditforenca in path length is an integer number of wavelengths.
1: They are exactly in phase with no phase difference.
1: No motivation.
1: Waves must be In phase for Interference to occur.
D 8,0% 16 7: 'Nhen waves meet crest-to-crest constructive Interference occurs.
1: If they am not in chase destructive interference will occur.
5: ThE!y__relnforce each other. 1: Amplitude doubles.)
4: They are in phase. 1: E"Cactly in phase.
2: The princi Ie of superposition IS stated.
2: Nomottvation
1: The waves are identical.
1; If the waves don't meet crest-to-crest deatrucbve interference OCCUIS.
1: The waves are In phase
ABCD 2.1% ~;~:~~::,el~~~:::'it waves meetc'cst·to-clest and troug~to-trough. COMMENT: Nothing IS mentionedabOu"t
I---I'----+----tth" ..e option C of +.he phase differencel
BC 0%
16% 3
C 1.0%
~~
1--cD- ! 1 0%__:; 2
3 No motivation ._
---
1: Waves must be at leastp_~rbally in phase for constTUchve interference to occur.
1: If the'! are In phase they can't have ~ase differencer)
1: If the waves meet crest-to-crest destructive interference will cceurr't.
2~Constructive Interference WIll occur at certain times
ANALYSIS
I-
Question 19
%of191 NUMBER OF
CHoice: stlldents ! STUDENTS ! MOTIVATION
A 40,3% 77 62: The~ulses momenl:>rily_cancel, but conform to their ortginal shaee. and directions.
S: According to the principle of linear superposition.
4: According to th_eprinciple of conservation of energy
I !1: Because th~y_are In OPllosite directions they_will never meet
....._ .-.-~5: No motivation •
I 5: Motivations of no use' •
_I
C 34,6% I 66 e;,',: The two pulses meet out of Ehase and cancel each other out.
3: Accordil1ll to the_princi"'e of linear sllpe.!EOsition.
1--- 1: They momentarily cancel.1: The ene!!lY_is cancelled out.
1: No motivation.
I
0 13,6% 26 8: Two identicaljJ_ulsesmeet out ol!'_hase: th~ cancel.
3: The two Eulscs fonn one wave moving in the same direction.
2: The pulses become weaker.
2: The_pulses loose some energy,
1: Each pulse tries to move in the same direction as before.
1: The resulti(!g_fr~uencies decrease.
1: The energy is displaced and the wave_j)J'op§gates.
1: The rope won't be as tight as betol e.
1: The waves d".troy_one another.
1:When they meet they cancel each other out partly.
2: No motivation.
----_
AC 3,7% 7 6: The pulsee momentarily cancel but conform to trair original shapes and directions.
1: No motivation.
B 3"1% 6 3: The pulses underoo a phase change.
2: Each. pUI"e retains its initial Eroperties.
1: Motivation of no user).
0 2,1% 4 1: Their energies cancel out.
1: Th~ meet out of phase. --2: No motivation.
AS 0.5% 1 1: Motivation of no u~
.-
ABC 0,5% 1 1: Motivation of no use(" •
t--.tiD 0,5% 1 1: Motivation of no use " •
Be 05% 1 1: C is for the total overlap and B is for the receding pulse.
CO 0,5% 1 1: When they meet they cancel each other. The continuation of momentum causes the final form,
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